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INTRODUCTION 
The impetus for this research grew with this designer’s growing awareness 
of the impact of technology on the graphic design field. A denizen of the twentieth 
century, this designer accounted for technology as an unnoticed aspect of life, 
always there to be taken for granted. Very little, if any personal examination of 
the effects of technology upon personal solutions for design problems occurred. 
Until... the Macintosh computer. Owning and operating a Macintosh computer 
forced this author into a larger awareness not only of the effects of contemporary 
technology upon personal design solutions, but generated a sense of wonder 
about the effect technology had upon designers’ solutions in the past. 
With a desire to examine the effect technology has had upon design, this 
author has, over the years, surveyed literature developed by the graphic design 
field. In sampling the body of literature generated by graphic design, it became 
obvious that research concerned with graphic design is a relatively unexplored 
area: lacking the historical accumulation of knowledge present in older, longer- 
established professions. Many of the items of information this author was seeking 
were either undocumented, or fragmented and jumbled among many different 
texts. This information needed to be drawn together into a disciplined body with 
clarity to add to the literature in the field. 
One designer who believes in adding to the body of professional literature 
is designer and critic Meredith Davis, a professor of product and visual design at 
North Carolina State University. Meredith Davis calls for the development of 
graphic design into a profession by developing methodologies, literature, re¬ 
search, criticism, and design curriculum (Davis 1990, 9). Recent years have 
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partially addressed the scarcity of research, but for graphic design to emerge from 
a trade into a profession more research must be conducted. 
Much of the research conducted in the graphic design area in recent years 
falls into two distinct styles: 
Experimental research has been primarily concerned with experimental 
image-making, typography, technique, or process and method. Often such re¬ 
search is conducted by slightly changing the variables to explore cause and effect 
in a controlled situation. 
Historical research has mainly approached history from a documentary 
approach. Styles, artists, and some cultural circumstances have been recorded in 
these documentary histories, but very little has been done in the area of interpre¬ 
tation. Documentation of style, artists, artistic movements, and culture as modifi¬ 
ers utilize approaches from art history traditions. These two research styles, 
experimental and historical, have served the graphic design community well, but 
alternate forms need to be developed in order to deepen the understanding and 
interpretation of historical events. 
One method of developing alternate forms is to examine the effect of 
different modifiers upon the history and development of typography. By examin¬ 
ing the effects of other modifiers, the overall body of knowledge in the field can be 
enhanced, leading to expanded avenues of thought and possibly to a better 
understanding of present data. 
This thesis will examine the interrelationship between typography and 
graphic arts technology within printed communication in order to develop an 
alternate form of discourse that interprets this relationship relative to its historical 
context. The importance of developing such alternate forms of discourse lies in 
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how they sponsor a fuller understanding of the myriad of influences upon graphic 
design. It is vital for the scholar of the field to understand that design does not 
exist in a vacuum, buffered from the society surrounding it. In fact, design is 
influenced by almost every aspect of society, and is particularly influenced by 
fashion, fad, and technology. Hopefully, this thesis will enhance the body of 
research literature in the field, as well as enhance overall knowledge of the many 
influences upon design. 
The literature review will examine published literature concerning the 
relationship of typography to developments in graphic arts technology. Critical 
commentary upon the effect of graphic arts technology upon typography will be 
summarized, and the awareness of graphic arts technology as a typographic 
modifier will be assessed. Furthermore, a timeline of typography will be devel¬ 
oped and presented alongside with a timeline of major graphic arts innovations. 
Establishing timelines for typography and graphic arts technology is a necessity 
for further understanding possible interrelationships. 
In the main body of the thesis typography will be examined alongside 
selected innovations in graphic arts technology. The range of this history will 
depart from Gutenberg’s development of the printing press, and continue with the 
Western Roman alphabet through the influence of today’s computer age upon 
typography. Of necessity, this thesis is limited to selected subjects: an in-depth 
examination of any period of typographical history could very well develop into too 
complex of a matter to be contained within one thesis. For example, a thorough 
examination of the effects of the computer upon typography could very well de¬ 
velop into a full-fledged thesis in its own right. 
Finally, in the conclusion, this author will summarize the knowledge gained 
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from this examination of the interrelationship between typography and graphic 
arts technology. With knowledge gained through the course of researching this 
thesis, this author may find it possible to suggest a critical view of the possible 
paths of the development of typography in today’s highly technical environment. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Meredith Davis says that research begins with a question for which the 
researcher has no set answer (Davis 1990, 9). The question this author seeks to 
answer through traditional literature review and compiling information is: Histori¬ 
cally, how did innovations in graphic arts technology impact upon typography in 
printed communication? In order to answer this question concisely, a traditional 
library reference search was conducted. A number of periodicals and books were 
surveyed, with relevant bits and pieces gleaned from a number of sources. Tradi¬ 
tional library reference search revealed areas of relevance offering a broader 
understanding of technology and typography. The literature review includes four 
major areas this designer found helpful in formulating the background knowledge 
necessary for coherent exploration of the thesis topic. These four areas are: 
1. Technology’s relationship to man 
2. The printing press and the Industrial Revolution 
3. Current types and usages of modifiers in graphic design histories 
4. Awareness of the interrelationship of technology and design 
By citing passages and ideas from these four areas in the literature review, this 
designer hopes to summarize relevant data gleaned from traditional library refer¬ 
ence search. 
Following this summary of data gathered during the library reference 
search, the methods used to develop this thesis will be discussed. Following this 
section a timeline of typography and a timeline of graphic arts technology will be 
presented. These two timelines were necessary for a more coherent understand¬ 
ing of the interrelationship of typography with graphic arts technology, and will 
serve as a reference for the reader. 
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Technology and Man 
Webster’s Dictionary partially defines technology as “the application of 
scientific knowledge to practical purposes in a particular field” and “the totality of 
the means employed by a people to provide itself with the objects of material 
culture” (Webster’s 1976, 2348). Another source considers technology “simply a 
body of knowledge about techniques” (Freeman 1982, 4). As a body of knowl¬ 
edge and techniques, technology has an undeniable and important place within 
modern day society. Modern society as we know it could not exist without tech¬ 
nology. 
Technology modifies almost all aspects of modern man’s life, effecting 
physical, mental, and spiritual well-being through constant inescapable presence. 
Erik Baark and Uno Svedin comment in their book Man. Nature and Technology 
“Technology is ... integrated into the lives of human beings; technologies of 
every conceivable kind are used everywhere by human beings in order to provide 
food, shelter, transportation, and all other basic material appurtenances of life” 
(Baark and Svedin 1988, 1). Mankind has become accustomed to using technol¬ 
ogy as an extension of being, using technology to augment human existence. 
Clothes, eyeglasses, computers, makeup, wristwatches and all the material and 
informational products of technology are all modifiers of the human condition. 
Humankind has learned to seek - and to accept - the inescapable presence of 
technology. 
Certainly, the pervasive presence of technology often calls for a large 
measure of human accommodation, with certain predictable human reactions to 
progression in technological knowledge. On the negative side, advances in 
technical knowledge can leave individuals alienated, with a deep sense of inad- 
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equacy, and a pressing need to force themselves to keep pace with the ever- 
expanding body of knowledge in their livelihood. 
But beyond the tremendous burden technology can place on individuals 
are the new opportunities that new tools can create for individuals as well as 
societies. According to Emmanuel Mesthene, new tools create opportunities to 
achieve new goals or to do things in new ways (Mesthene 1970, vii). He elabo¬ 
rates by going on to say “A new invention or technological development - a new 
tool, in short - generally creates a new opportunity, either to do something differ¬ 
ently or better than before, or to do something for the first time that simply was not 
possible at all before” (Mesthene 1970, 28). By creating new opportunities, indi¬ 
viduals and societies can explore newly created options, and in the process, 
perhaps formulate new ideas for further inventions. 
In this way, it is possible for societies to become expectant of further tech¬ 
nological change, and to gear their life around the incipient change. The more a 
society is aware of the history of technology, the more adaptable a society can 
become. Society can become dependant on the vitality of technology utilizing the 
energy of progress in developing consumer goods and social role change. The 
society can fear - and fight - the change spawned by technology; but adaptation 
occurs (Mesthene 1970, 19). A contributor to the book Man. Nature and Society. 
Brian Wynne comments on the role of technology in society “Since technology 
provides potent experiences and images which shape meanings, perceptions and 
behavior, it may be regarded as a key substrate of culture” (Baark and Svedin 
1988, 90). 
From the critical commentary on technology, there can be little doubt that 
understanding the impact of technology on man is an important and worthy goal. 
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The Printing Press and the Industrial Revolution 
In many ways, technology’s impact upon man gained impetus with 
Gutenberg’s invention of the printing press in Mainz, Germany around 1450. 
Certainly, in order for Gutenberg to have a working press, he had to bring to¬ 
gether the technological expertise of his time in the series of complex systems 
and subsystems forming a successful printing press. Gutenberg’s working print¬ 
ing press required the following features: 
• A way of casting multiple copies of metal type in a consistent size. 
• The development of ink with the proper consistency to stick to paper 
instead of the metal type slugs, while also retaining a reasonable drying 
time. 
• The development of a system to hold metal type and woodcut illustra¬ 
tions immovable during the stress of multiple impressions (chase and 
furniture). 
• A working press. 
• A reliable supplier of quality-consistent paper. 
• A method of registration to produce consistent copies. 
By bringing together these complex systems and subsystems Gutenberg 
quietly created an invention prefiguring many key ideas utilized extensively in the 
Industrial Revolution. The design, casting, and usage of interchangeable printing 
slugs hinted at assembly line techniques and mass production while identical 
products required quality control. Furthermore, by producing mass quantities of a 
good without a specific buyer in mind, Gutenberg anticipated the mass marketing 
of the Industrial Revolution. 
Certainly, besides prefiguring many of the important processes of the 
Industrial Revolution, the printing press fostered many of the characteristics of the 
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modern European world. Christopher Small says of the impact of the printing 
press: 
The five European centuries since Gutenberg set up his press in Mainz 
(c. 1450) have been shaped in profound and varied ways by the device, in 
essence extremely simple reproducing of a text, in identical and virtually 
unlimited number, by means of movable type; the same device, modified 
and extended, has been a potent instrument in spreading European power 
and influence throughout the world (Small 1982,1). 
This device of mass communication, this technological advance, mutated tradi¬ 
tional occupations into new relationships. Former monastery Abbots might be¬ 
come editors for a printing craftshop, and goldsmiths might turn their attention to 
the designing and casting of metal type slugs. New skills were developed to deal 
with this technological marvel, and differing workers gathered together into one 
area. Elizabeth Eisenstein, author of The Printing Press as an Agent of Change 
says this grouping of skilled workers into close proximity entailed closer contacts 
among diverse workers and encouraged new forms of cross-skill interchange 
(Eisenstein 1979, 55). For example, a book involving mathematical or astronomi¬ 
cal information could bring together under one roof the printer, mathematician, 
astronomer, engravers, and editors, dissolving older separations of labor and 
resulting in new ways of ordering information. 
It was because of the newly encouraged diversity of texts published that 
new ways of ordering information was established. The diversity and number of 
printed manuscripts demanded a way of logically reaccessing information once 
books were stored. Thus a system of library indexing and cataloguing was born 
out of necessity. Increased numbers of available books also impacted upon 
literary traditions. Previous to the printing press, a literary work traveled through 
time in a linear manner, with a limited number of copies of a single work being 
transmitted through families or monasteries. The audience of a linearly traveling 
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literary work were limited, with an attendant limitation on interchanging of ideas. 
Mass production of literary works resulted in a lateral distribution of a book, with 
multiple readers capable of simultaneously reading a book, sponsoring discussion 
and interchange of ideas. The increase in printed materials, discussion and 
formulation of ideas, in turn lead to an increasingly literate audience. Mass pro¬ 
duction spurred an increase in literacy rates. 
As the literacy rate rose, so did the demand for consistent images within 
the manuscript texts. Standardized imagery, such as maps, illustrations, tables 
and so forth had the effect of providing consistent information between widely 
geographically dispersed readers. Elizabeth Eisenstein comments ‘The fact that 
identical images, maps and diagrams could be viewed simultaneously by scat¬ 
tered readers constituted a kind of communications revolution in itself (Eisenstein 
1979, 53). Previously, images placed into manuscripts were individually hand- 
drawn, with much variation between copies of the manuscript. The usage of 
woodblock illustrations, combined with metal typography, resulted in images, 
maps, and diagrams which were identical. 
This capability of the printing press to create identical copies of text and 
images had a profound effect upon the codification of information. Before the 
printing press, due to the difficulties in reproducing identical text and illustrations 
in manuscripts, there was a heavy reliance in the learned community upon oral 
learning and oral tradition, often accompanied by the recitation of key mnemonics. 
Eisenstein says “After the advent of printing, visual aids multiplied, signs and 
symbols were codified; different kinds of iconographic and non-phonetic commu¬ 
nication were rapidly developed” (Eisenstein 1979, 70). The reliance of oral 
tradition was necessitated both by the scarcity of textual materials, and by the fact 
that even the most carefully copied manuscript - due to misreading or misunder- 
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standing of the material by the scribes - still carried multiple errors. Oral tradition 
rapidly lost ascendency as the products of printing press technology multiplied. 
Reproducing a single text and distributing it to multiple readers within a 
limited geographical area also furthered standardized forms of languages. Re¬ 
peated exposure to a specific style of spelling a word formed expectations of 
spelling and syntax, and out of those expectations, rules of grammar formed. 
According to Philip Meggs, the printing press stabilized and unified languages, 
with French, English, and German transforming into a typographic mass media 
that communicated to an unprecedentedly large audience (Meggs 1983, 87). This 
typographic mass media engendered by the printing press stabilized dialects, 
standardized typographic communication, and helped to define the nationalities of 
Europe. 
Certainly, the printing press not only encouraged new skills, ordering of 
information, and typographic communication, but also in time prefigured and 
promoted aspects of the coming Industrial Revolution. During the three hundred 
year interim between major innovations in printing press technology, the mass of 
information produced by the press was priming the European sphere of influence 
for the explosive effects of the Industrial Revolution. The sheer volume of infor¬ 
mation produced was staggering; by 1500 approximately eleven hundred presses 
in Europe were producing more than thirty-five thousand titles and twelve million 
books (Labuz 1988, 37). This volume of work was produced in a 50 year period 
alone: this body of knowledge was to increase over the centuries as an ever- 
increasing literate audience demanded more and more information. 
Increasingly literate and rapacious for information, European society - 
hardly accidentally - responded with movements questioning the physical and the 
spiritual: the printing press provided the tinder the the Revival of Learning and the 
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Reformation that set afire the intellectual community. Clearly, the Revival of 
Learning was dependent upon the information distributing technology of print, as 
scholars came in contact with larger bodies of texts, including classical and con¬ 
temporary texts (Small 1982, 5). In this way, the technology of the printing press 
encouraged questioning, exploration, discussion, and extrapolation by the schol¬ 
ars and increasingly literate populations in Europe. This attitude of exploration 
significantly contributed to the development of the Industrial Revolution. 
The beginning of the Industrial Revolution focused critical thought on 
science and technology. Factories sprang up, and the population began shifting 
from rural to urban based. Literacy and consumer rates rose. New steam and 
machine power began to make drastic changes in everyday life, with new ma¬ 
chine products displacing handmade objects. New production techniques and 
more efficient transportation allowed for mass-produced, mass-distributed objects 
to appear on the marketplace. Further distribution of goods meant reaching a 
larger group of consumers, and entrepreneurs leaped at the money-making 
chance. These entrepreneurs, with competing goods, turned to mass advertising. 
The mass production of the Industrial Revolution demanded more printed public¬ 
ity, which altered the world of the typographer. 
Increasing demands for printed reading matter spurred technical develop¬ 
ments in the graphic arts areas as the printing industry sought ways to produce 
quality goods at an increased pace. Spurred by demand, there were dramatic 
and far-reaching changes in the realm of printing, papermaking, and typesetting. 
Improvements in technology resulted in a multiplication of specialties. There was 
a move from the manual to the automatic; from monochrome to color, from small- 
scale low volume to large scale, high volume, from a limited market to a mass 
market. The effect of this automation was to force the typographer away from all 
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the details in the printing process. Unlike the typographers of a 100 years before, 
specialists were required at each stage, type designers, type founders, typeset¬ 
ters, papermakers, printers, binders, and publishers (Cotton 1990, 15). The 
typographer’s role was of necessity limited by the effects of automation and spe¬ 
cialization. 
This trend towards specialization has continued through much of the 19th 
and 20th centuries, spurred by continual and ceaseless technological progress. 
Michael Twyman, author of Printing 1770-1979. comments: 
While new processes have been developed and some older ones negl¬ 
ected, one consistent trend can be traced through the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries. At the beginning of the nineteenth century artist, 
craftsman, and printer often worked side by side in the same workshops, 
and sometimes one person undertook all aspects of a job. But during the 
second half of the century, with the mechanization of printing and the 
development of photoengraving, this gradually ceased to be practicable; 
and by the end of the century there emerged a very clear distinction 
between the autographic techniques, which the artist could still understand 
and practice, and the industrial techniques which, though sometimes carry¬ 
ing the same name, were really quite different. This polarity has been 
accentuated in the present century, and the resulting separation of concep¬ 
tion from production has helped to create the need for the new profession 
of graphic design (Twyman 1979, 35). 
The necessity for a new profession of graphic design - a profession in¬ 
volved in the conception of a design - continues to be closely tied to the techno¬ 
logical aspects of printing. 
Study of Current Types and Usages of Modifiers in Graphic Design and 
Typography Histories 
Graphic design owes much of the richness and expanse of the field to 
diverse influences like psychology, sociology, visual studies, semiotics, linguistics, 
and other influential fields as much as it does to its subfields of illustration, publi- 
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cation design, packaging design, and typography. A vital amalgamation of many 
different fields, graphic design historical documentation - and within them typo¬ 
graphic histories - tend to be written using art history models. It is possible this 
tendency grew out of the role of early graphic designers’ and typographers’ close 
association with the artistic field: graphic design and typography are most often 
taught within art departments and schools. 
Most graphic design - and typography - models of historical discourse 
utilize modifiers familiar to art historians. Most historical discourses of the field 
concern themselves intensively with style; movement style, individual style, and 
the influences of other artists, designers, and movements on a particular de¬ 
signer. Steven Heller and Seymour Chwast’s book Graphic Style: from Victorian 
to Post-Modern explores the modifier of style intensively within graphic design 
history. The concentration of the book is upon graphic style - as the title states - 
yet a few other modifiers are brought in to give the reader a general knowledge of 
the background in which the style was born. To this end, Heller and Chwast 
reference the social, cultural, technological, and economic circumstances of the 
day within each major stylistic chapter. For instance, Heller and Chwast introduce 
Victorian Style with a one page introduction, including comments on such modifi¬ 
ers as culture, historical referencing and the Industrial Revolution (technology and 
industrialization) (Heller and Chwast 1988, 15). All in all, this interesting book 
delineates the rich stylistic diversity of the graphic design field with an image¬ 
intensive, verbally-terse approach. 
Heller and Chwast’s narrow focus in their book Graphic Style is somewhat 
of an anomaly in the documentation of graphic design history. Basically, Graphic 
Style provides an annotated chronology of the evolution of the popular tastes of a 
period, and to that aim presents a book whose format emphasizes visual 
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examples of each style. The ratio of visuals to text is high, with only the basic 
amount of explanatory text provided. The concentration of the authors, clearly, 
was to present this compendium of style in such a way to raise reader awareness 
of this important visual evolution of graphic design. In providing a high ratio of 
visuals to text they are successful in their aim. Such a narrow focus on graphic 
design history, while useful for increasing understanding, occurs rarely, as most 
histories concentrate on the broad view. 
Much more common are histories such as Phil Meggs’ A History of Graphic 
Design, and James Craig and Bruce Barton’s Thirty Centuries of Graphic Design 
where a more holistic exploration of graphic design and typography modifiers are 
undertaken. Both books explore the effects of social, political, cultural, economic, 
technical, and stylistic modifiers on graphic design and typography. The effects of 
these diverse modifiers are interwoven together, especially in Meggs’ book. The 
rich textual information of the book contains a wealth of material about each of the 
modifiers used - social, political, cultural, economic, technical, and stylistic - all 
presented together. Meggs in the foreword of this rich informational book, speaks 
of his task as historian in compiling this information together in a “great sprawling 
network of human struggle” attempting “to construct a web of meaning” (Meggs 
1983, foreword). It is exactly this need for a holistic documentation of the cause 
and effect in graphic design and typographic history that Meggs speaks to by 
stressing all of these modifiers more or less equally without concentrating on any 
one modifier exclusively. By exploring all the modifiers in his text, Meggs does 
indeed present the broad overall picture - but at the expense of a concise under¬ 
standing of any one modifier. 
Craig and Barton’s book Thirty Centuries of Graphic Design explores 
graphic history in much the same way, but with a little more stress on separating 
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modifiers. Within each chapter the authors first write about the fine arts, the 
graphic arts, and then graphic design. Craig and Barton also provide specific 
sections about events or techniques of interest. Three sections out of many 
highlighted in this manner are entitled “Lord Stanhope’s Iron Press and Stereotyp¬ 
ing”, “The Popular Press and the Rise of the Illustrator”, and “Wood Pulp Paper” 
(Craig and Barton 1987,117-118). Presented within each one of these sections 
is information about an invention or event contributing to the overall richness of 
graphic design and typography. For example, within the section “Lord Stanhope’s 
Iron Press and Stereotyping” Craig and Barton talk about the Stanhope Iron Press 
and how the addition of metal parts to presses allowed for more uniform pressure 
and a larger printing area, as well as Lord Stanhope’s invention of stereotyping 
which allowed for lengthy press runs. By separating information out from the 
main text in this manner, Craig and Barton highlight specific events which contrib¬ 
uted to the stylistic flavor of graphic design and typography in their age. Further¬ 
more, at the end of each chapter a timeline of historical events is provided which 
extends the scholar’s knowledge, allowing the scholar to place events in graphic 
design and typography within context of world events of the time. By furnishing 
more of a separation of events and invention, Craig and Barton provide a stronger 
sense of the each modifier as a more separate effect while still retaining the 
holistic view of the broad picture. 
Certainly, both books - A History of Graphic Design, and Thirty Centuries of 
Graphic Design - are typical historical examinations of graphic design and typog¬ 
raphy. Another book that continues this theme of exploring multiple modifiers is 
Typographic Communications Today by Edward Gottschall. Typographic Com¬ 
munications Today explains influences on typography from many sources includ¬ 
ing social, artistic, and the technical. Gottschall talks more about the influence of 
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technology upon typographic letterforms than most histories, primarily because of 
his awareness of the altering effects of desktop publishing (DTP) on printed com¬ 
munication. Gottschall’s aim is to educate DTP practitioners about the history of 
typography and sponsor sensitivity to typography, and to further that aim he 
illuminates a tremendous amount of material and influences. Partially, the com¬ 
mon approach of the overview results from the relative infancy of graphic design 
as a field, with a strong need for research of all kinds to help establish a sense of 
history for the field. In order to fill that need for research, a common solution is to 
take the broad view, and books published along these lines will continue to be of 
immense informational help. But research into history must go beyond the broad 
approach, beyond the overview, specific segments of history and specific modifi¬ 
ers of that history must be explored in order to delineate a stronger understanding 
of graphic design and within it typography. This understanding of the specifics will 
then feed into the broader understanding of history in an enriching manner. 
Recent years have seen publications beginning to address the need for 
specific information. As an example, the book Graphic Design in America: A 
Visual Language History published in conjunction with the late 1989 exhibition 
Signs and Symbols: American Graphic Design at the Walker Art Center in Minne¬ 
apolis does contain essays which address certain influences on design. Included 
in the book are essays addressing topics such as “Design in the Service of Com¬ 
merce” (economic influences on design), “Graphic Art for the Public Welfare” 
(social and economic influences on design), and “Changing Technology Changes 
Design” (technological influences on design) (Walker Art Center 1989,126, 
74,104). Of these three examples, Estelle Jussim’s essay “Changing Technology 
Changes Design” bears the most relevance to this thesis in that there is a con¬ 
certed effort by the author to briefly highlight the modifying influences of technol- 
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ogy on design. Jussim writes a little about technology’s effect on typography, 
posters, publications, and most extensively on motion picture graphics (Jussim 
1989, 104-117). In this way, Jussim’s essay helpfully points out the chronicling of 
the influence of one specific modifier is a worthwhile effort contributing to the 
broad understanding of the field. 
Awareness of the Effects of Technology in the Field 
Certainly, there is awareness of technology’s effect on the graphic design 
field - and within it typography. Traditional library reference search revealed this 
patchwork awareness of technology as a modifier, with references to the modifier 
interwoven with other texts, and apart from Jussim’s essay, requiring the reader to 
scan texts line by line in order to locate relevant comments. Historically, aware¬ 
ness of the limitations and advantages of the technology of typography must have 
been common - a certain basic awareness is necessary for any designer to suc¬ 
cessfully transfer an idea to printed product, but very few historical quotes are 
documented. 
Still, the awareness of technology as a modifier can be seen in Futurism 
and the Bauhaus. To be sure, the technological influence on the Futurists was a 
result of technology already in place, and much of technology’s influence on the 
Futurists was a reaction to the technological changes taking place in all aspects of 
society. Futurism flourished in a world full of war, machines, speed and violence, 
and the Futurists strove to convey this modern world via any means they could 
find. To this end, the Futurists took advantage of photography, by pasting words 
and letterforms into place for photographic reproduction (Meggs 1983, 276-277). 
This was possible because by the time of Futurism, photographs were routinely 
printed via the halftone process. The Bauhaus was also interested in the usage 
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of technology to express their aims: Bauhaus founder Walter Gropius stressed the 
unity of art and technology (Gottschall 1989, 33). This interest in technology was 
articulated in the search for a modern form of communication; and expressed in 
the san serif, lowercase, rag-right typography of the Bauhaus. 
Laszlo Moholy-Nagy of the Bauhaus advocated a loosening up of tech¬ 
nique in composing typography. He proposed that typography must - in order to 
convey a correspondence with modern life - embrace the usage of such tech¬ 
niques as photography, zincography, and the electrotype (Gottschall 1989, 34). 
Within his advocation of the use of technology to enable typography to express 
modern life is the awareness that technology does modify the look of typography. 
Moholy-Nagy’s awareness of technology as a modifier was not unique, however, 
direct recorded quotations of that knowledge - until recent years - have been 
scant. One typographer who can be quoted, Emil Ruder a teacher of typography 
at the Basel School Allegemeine Gewerbeschule said “The typographer... must 
work with type, paper, ink, tools, machines not of his own making, with ready 
made typefaces. A typographic design is not merely aesthetic and the forms that 
can be created are largely determined by technical factors” (Gottschall 1989, 45). 
Clearly, there has been both a usage and an awareness of technology as a 
modifier on design. The awareness of technology as a modifier on design is 
borne out by Bob Cotton, editor of The New Guide to Graphic Design, who says 
“The design process is shaped by two groups of factors: the unique experience, 
preferences, and abilities of the designer, and the types of tools and technologies 
used to produce the graphic images, text, and final artwork” (Cotton 1990, 51). 
Cotton also says along this vein: 
Compared with even 30 years ago, the new technology of graphic design 
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is complex. Whether this technology is controlled by specialist technicians, 
or is in the designer’s own hands, the modern graphic designer must not 
only be creative in conceptual and aesthetic problem solving, but also act 
as the pivotal guiding spirit in coordinating the various sophisticated tech¬ 
nologies used to produce the final printed work (Cotton 1990, 25). 
Carter, Day, and Meggs in Typographic Design: Form and Communication are 
also acutely aware of the forces on design - especially typographic design when 
they say “The aesthetic concerns of modernism, the need for functional communi¬ 
cation, and technical progress have shaped the twentieth-century typographic 
design” (Carter, Day, and Meggs 1985, 1). 
This basic awareness has - unsurprisingly - grown in recent years because 
of the rapid pace of technological advances in the graphics field which has jarred 
designers’ awareness of the importance of technology to their field. The need for 
understanding and controlling technology has grown along with the development 
of the computer. This burgeoning technology has allowed for the development of 
desktop publishing, thereby increasing the number of people involved with design 
and the amount of publications produced that deal with the computer technology. 
Publications such as MacWorld. MacWeek. MacUser. Publish, and Bvte all deal 
specifically with computer technology and chronicle - as well as support - the 
invasion of technology into our personal and public lives. This increase in infor¬ 
mation changes the task of visual communication, as the information both alters 
and parallels shifts in technology (Poggenpohl 1988, 46). 
As graphic designers, we are both enabled and constrained by the technol¬ 
ogy of our time. While it is true that “no technological innovation is better than the 
imagination using it” (Jussim 1989, 116) it is also true that we as graphic design¬ 
ers need to be able to express the energy of our time by creating new forms and 
new ways of problem solving. In order to achieve this, we must be aware of the 
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influences and abilities afforded to us by existing technologies of our time. For as 
Estelle Jussim says “It is inherent in graphic design that the technologies of its 
reproduction and multiplication influence aesthetic ideology; and it is only by 
accepting the limitations and opportunities of those technologies that genius can 
emerge” (Jussim 1989, 117). 
Method of Thesis Development 
The main body of the thesis will be a response to Meredith Davis’ call for 
increasing research efforts in the graphic design field. Davis speaks of four kinds 
of research: Historical which reveals meaning in events of the past; Descriptive 
which observes and describes phenomena; Analytical which generates data that 
requires statistical assistance; and Experimental which attempts to account for the 
influence of a factor in a controlled situation. 
This thesis will utilize a historical method of research. Davis defines the 
historical method in the following way: 
Historical research seeks to reveal meaning in the events of the past. 
This type of research is more than chronology-building. Historical re¬ 
searchers interpret the significance of time and place in ways that inform 
contemporary decision-making or put current practice into perspective. It is 
this type of research with which designers are most familiar. In recent 
years, preliminary work in the documentation of design history has been 
our most visible research effort. Yet there is much to be done in the area 
of interpretation.... Through historical research, we have added to the 
“image morgue’ of our offices, but need to push further into the theoretical 
underpinnings of our discipline (Davis 1990, 9). 
This thesis intends to add to the knowledge base of the design profession by 
examining the established discourse of one of its subfields - typography - from the 
examining viewpoint of one modifier. By documenting the major effects of this 
modifier - graphic arts technology - on typography it is expected the specific 
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knowledge gained from this tightly focused study will feed into the broader theo¬ 
retical body of discourse within the design field. This study is not intended to be 
all-encompassing, rather, major graphic arts technological influences upon typog¬ 
raphy will be examined. An all encompassing view of every single graphic arts 
technological innovation impacting on typography potentially could involve years 
of research far beyond that required of this thesis. Beyond that, graphic arts 
technology in recent years has developed so rapidly that any such attempt to 
document an all-encompassing, up-to-the-moment history would be made imme¬ 
diately obsolete by current technological change. Furthermore, technological 
changes within the field are happening at such a rapid pace that the documenta¬ 
tion of the changes is far from complete. 
Procedure 
The procedure used to develop this model of typography rests upon tradi¬ 
tional library reference search in both histories of typography and graphic arts 
technology. Two timelines - typography and graphic arts technology - will be 
researched and compiled in a side by side format, with accompanying illustra¬ 
tions. Side by side comparison of the two timelines in Table 1 may allow for some 
immediate conclusions to be drawn by the reader, while within the main body of 
the thesis selected relationships between typography and graphic arts technology 
will be specifically highlighted. 
The subjects presented within the main body were selected for a variety of 
reasons. Care was given to build a reasonably chronological view of the relation¬ 
ship of typography and graphic arts technology. In that light, the subjects se¬ 
lected had to have relevance to the further development of typography and 
graphic arts technology. In addition, the items selected for building that chrono- 
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logical view was somewhat limited to those subjects which had a large body of 
information readily available for research. These criteria in mind, the following 
subjects were highlighted within the main body, and arranged into the following 
major sections and subsections: 
• Early Letterpress Printing and Typography 
• John Baskerville 
• Copperplate Engraving and Typography 
•The Industrial Revolution and Victorian Typography 
• William Cotterell 
• Lithography 
•Wood Type 
• Chromolithography 
•Typecasting Machines 
• The Twentieth Century and Typography 
• Futurism 
• The Bauhaus 
• Offset Lithography 
• Phototype 
• Computers 
• The Macintosh and Desktop Publishing 
With such a wide range of material to cover, each section, while containing 
enough relevant information to contribute to the arguement of this thesis, is hardly 
a comprehensive view of the typography of the time. The aim of this thesis is not 
to present an intensive examination of any one selected event. 
At the end of the main body Table 2 will present the information discussed 
in the main body in an abbreviated format for the scholar’s convenience. 
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In this way, a new body of design discourse can be formulated by develop¬ 
ing a historical survey of the interrelationship of technology and typography. 
Katherine McCoy in the American Center for Design Statements Fall 1990, 
asserts the validity of specialized viewpoints in design by saying “Now that we 
already know the broad history, the field is mature enough to be selective and 
make connections within more specialized viewpoints” (McCoy 1990, 6). To 
further the development of a specialized viewpoint of typography and graphic arts 
technology, included in this survey will be supportive illustrations. Finally, within 
the conclusion this designer will suggest several potential paths typography could 
follow in the future, drawing upon the body of research gathered. 
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TYPOGRAPHY AND GRAPHIC ARTS TECHNOLOGY TIMELINES 
The resources surveyed to develop working timelines of the history of 
typography include a variety of sources. Included among these sources were the 
books A History of Graphic Design. Thirty Centuries of Graphic Design. Typo¬ 
graphic Communication Today. Typography and Typesetting. Typographic De¬ 
sign: Form and Communication. Graphic Style, and Twentieth Century Type 
Designers. While there was consensus amongst the books on the dates of major 
importance, there was actually quite a bit of variation in dating less “critical” areas. 
What this means in terms of this thesis that the dates given in Table 1 on both the 
typography and graphic arts timeline are a “best estimate” based on the variable 
dates available. In developing the timelines, especially with the typography 
timeline, this designer found it informative to include some basic informational 
dates from the pre-Gutenberg era to establish a background for the scholar. 
The timeline of graphic arts technology is far from complete, but for brevity’s 
sake, only the major inventions of importance to typographic design are pre¬ 
sented. To be sure, there are undoubtedly current - or even several decades old 
- technological improvements left unrecorded, but those technological improve¬ 
ments that are presented in this thesis will serve as a basis to form the argument 
of the thesis. Sources consulted in forming the graphic arts technology timeline 
include, but are not limited to the following titles: Introduction to Printing Pro¬ 
cesses. The Printing Industry. Printing Technology, as well as the host of titles 
already cited in the typography timeline. 
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Table 1. Timelines of Typography and Graphic Arts Technology 
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sound letters in the 
Western alphabet greatly 
simplified matters for 
Western inventors. The 
Chinese contribution to 
paper and printing was 
important as these 
concepts slowly migrated 
to Europe just as the 
continent was stirring 
from the Dark Ages. 
typeface widely used by 
scribes. Characteristics 
of the hand are narrow, 
angular, dense charac¬ 
ters with short ascend¬ 
ers and descenders. 
Textur Script 
Intaglio invented. 
Intaglio would later 
develop into the 
rotogravure process. 
Gutenberg invents the 
printing press. 
400s 
Gutenberg prints first 
letterpress document, 
the Fortv-Two Line 
Latin Bible. 
Sweynheym and Pan- 
nartz cut first roman 
typeface. Type category 
Old Style is initiated. Old 
Style types are charac¬ 
terized by the diagonal 
cross stroke of the 
lowercase e and minor 
contrast in stroke 
thickness. Serifs are 
bracketed, and head 
serifs are often angled. 
An Oldstyie typeface 
Nicholas Jenson cuts 
first successful roman 
typeface. 
ab hoc opere pei 
apud gmriu pra 
patemamqj deo 
patttm ACCufatil 
First successful 
roman typeface 
William Caslon prints 
The Canterbury Tales 
in England with a Gothic 
typeface. Gothic type 
remains the English pre¬ 
ference for over 100 
1500 
D kdijriittcfurtn, Ktny 
i fly git 
First Italic typeface cut 
by Aldus Manutius. 
Claude Garamond cuts 
the first matching roman 
and italic typeface. 
t tllitUTiftphntjnctLti 
JUfe 
First italic typeface 
Copper engravings 
used by Christopher 
Plantin for the title 
page of his eight 
volume Polyglot 
Title page Polyglot 
Graphic Arts Technology Typography 
Table 1. (continued) 
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Table 1. (continued) 
Typography .Graphic Arts Technology 
1600 642 Mezzotint invented. 
. 1650- Steel engraving and 
700 Wood engraving 
invented. 
680 Hollander Beater 
invented by a Dutchman, 
mechanizing the 
production of paper pulp. 
757 John Baskerville 
improves papermaking PUILII VI KC 1 Lll 
screens to produce a M A R O N 1 5 
wove paper (paper to 
this point was laid), 
B U COI.ICA. 
improves inks, and G EURO i CA. 
paper surfaces. His f 1 
Calendaring produces 
a smooth and glossy 
AE N 11 S. 
paper. «T !««■"» MMM'IU* 
1760- Industrial Revolution in 
Title page from a 1840 England. 
book printed by 
1764 Coated paper patented Baskerville 
in England. 
1765 Thomas Cotterell 
perfects technique of 
sand-casting bold 
metal display letters as 
large as 2” tall. 
1700 
abcdd'ghijklnn 
ABCDKFGHI 
XYZ$i234o<>7* 
fiasfcervffetyjse&fi* 
c. 1725 William Caslon cuts 
Caslon, the last of the 
classic Old Style 
typefaces. 
Late John Baskerville cuts 
1750s Baskerville, a Transi¬ 
tional Style typeface. 
Transitional typestyles 
are characterized by 
more contrast between 
thick and thin strokes 
than Old Style 
typefaces. 
c. 1784 
1785 
c. 1791 
Francois Didot cuts first 
Modem Style typeface. 
Modem Style typefaces 
have dramatic contrasts 
between thick and thin 
strokes, while serifs have 
little or no bracketing. 
Francoise Didot creates 
the typographic point 
system. 
Giambattisti Bodoni 
designs Modem Style 
typefaces. 
1796 Aloys Senefelder 
invents lithography. 
1800 1800 
1800- 
1839 
First all-iron letterpress, 
the Stanhope, which 
allowed for greater and 
more uniform pressure 
across a wider platen. 
Chromolithography in 
the process of 
developing. 
The Stanhope 
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Steam-powered 
press 
W CASLON JUNR 
[First sans sent 
typeface '-.V;'... 
SUMMER SEASON 
PLEISIHG EKTBtTWHIgllU! Print from first photo¬ 
graphic negative by 
Wm. Talbot 
QHMTHMIi COMBOIKS 
SIGNER STRINI 
MRS. A DAKIN G, 
ajraaai warn 
Pantograph and 
lateral router • 
MR. LYSINDER THOMPSON, 
A wood type pester 
Table 1. (continued) 
Typography 
CHESNUT STREET THEATRE 
IRISH uom 
1815 English type founder, 
Vincent Figgens 
designs a square serif 
typeface, initiating the 
Egyption, or Square 
Serif typeface style. 
1816 First sans serif typeface 
cut by Wm. Caslon Jr. 
1827 Wood type invented 
1830s- 
1880s 
Wood type posters and 
broadsides flourish. 
1833 Outline types are intro¬ 
duced. 
c. 1834 Explosion of wood 
type styles. One type 
foundry offered cust¬ 
omers the option of 
sending in a sketch of 
one letter: The foundry 
would cut an alphabet 
from the sketch. 
1835 First lowercase sans 
serif. 
1836 Perspective type intro¬ 
duced. 
.Graphic Arts Technology 
1 803 
813 
814 
827 
1830s 
1834 
Stereotype invented. 
Metal printing plates; 
stereotype plates were 
long-wearing and longer 
runs resulted. 
First commercially 
successful papermaking 
machine put into 
operation in England. 
Steam-power applied to 
mechanized presses. 
Presses could now run 
over 1,100 impressions 
an hour. 
Darius Wells invents 
lateral router for 
cutting wood into type. 
Photography invented by 
Louis Jacques Daguerre 
in France and William 
Henry Fox Talbot in 
England. 
Pantograph combined 
with lateral router. 
Paper made from wood 
pulp in Germany. 
Electrotyping process 
invented. 
Rotary stereotypes 
invented. 
Rotary lithography 
presses introduced. 
Rotary presses use 
rotary stereotypes. The 
Applegarth Vertical 
Rotary Printing Machine 
1840 
1840s 
1846 
'1848 
30 
1850s 
1900 
ChromoBtbography 
poster 
Specimens of 
decorative Victorian 
typefaces 
i 1870 
Photography adapted to 
gravure. The combina¬ 
tion of photoengraved 
images and the appli¬ 
cation of power to 
presses increased the 
importance of gravure. 
Punch cutting machine 
invented. Punch cutting 
machine allows for 
unification of letterforms 
in adjacent point sizes 
made from a single 
pattern master. 
First extensive typeface 
families. 
Late 
1800s 1800s 
Electrically run presses. 880s Arts and Crafts move¬ 
ment. This movement 
aspired to return to the 
quality of handcrafted 
goods in reaction to the 
often shoddy and quickly 
produced goods of the 
Industrial Revolution. 
Arts and Crafts typeface 
designs often carried 
many characteristics of 
Old Style type. 
1880- 
1900 
First photomechanical 
color illustrations printed. 
George Eastman invents 
roll film and coated 
photographic paper. 
Halftone line screen 
invented. 
The Linotype invented 
by Ottmar Mergen- 
thaller. The Linotype 
was the first success¬ 
ful typesetting mach¬ 
ine, and operated by 
casting lines of type. 
The Linotype 
typesetting machine 
Graphic Arts Technology Typography 
Table 1. (continued) 
; MUM »UK 
r»ti 
I 
I 
| 
at The Times could 
make 12,000 impres¬ 
sions an hour. 
Many decorative display 
typefaces in use. 
Victorian Typography. 
|1850S 
I 
I 
Chromolithography 
(color lithography) 
becomes extremely 
popular. 
Il852 
I 
Photographic images 
adapted to lithography. 
Il865 
I 
I 
I 
| 
Web printing invented - 
the first web printing 
press was a perfecting 
press which printed on 
both sides of the paper 
at one time. 
[1867 Typewriter introduced. 
First italic sans serif. Il870 
I 
I 
Photographic process 
used to create photoen¬ 
graved images. 
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Table 1. (continued) 
Typography .Graphic Arts Technology 
Il887 
1890s- 
1910 
1891 
1898 
Art Nouveau Typogra¬ 
phy. This typography 
was characterized by 
flowing lines, sensuous 
shapes, and hand 
rendered letters. The 
sensuous freedom of the 
type was directly linked 
to the favored printing 
process of the move¬ 
ment, Chromolitho¬ 
graphy. 
Kelmscott Press founded 
by William Morris to 
recall the printing and 
design quality of the 
Incunabula. 
Akzidenz Grotesk sans 
serif cut by Berthold 
Foundry. Akzidenz 
Grotesk later becomes 
the inspiration for 
The Monotype invented. 
The Monotype cast and 
assembled individual 
pieces of type. 
892 Three-color printing 
process using halftones 
invented. 
1900 
i 
vmz:? 
Futunst typographic 
poem 
1903 Morris Benton designs 
Franklin Gothic. 
H  
I early 
1900s 
I 
| 
Aniline printing 
(flexography) developed. 
Flexography today is the 
major printing process 
used to print on plastics. 
|1905 
I 
I 
Offset press invented. 
(Letterpress was 
dominant until the end 
of World War II). 
1 906 
I 
| 
Ludlow typecasting 
machine for headlines 
introduced. 
1909- 
^ c. 1940s 
Futurist typography. 
This typography is 
marked by mixing type¬ 
faces and sizes in lay¬ 
outs that defied the 
limits of letterpress. 
|c. 1910 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Screenprinting in use 
in America and Great 
Britain in the pre-WWI 
years. 
1911 Frederick W. Goudy cuts 
Goudy Old Style. 
I 
I 
1 
,1919- 
j| 1933 
Bauhaus typography. 
Students taught typo¬ 
graphy along with the 
latest innovations in 
photography, typeset¬ 
ting, and printing 
technology. 
jl 915 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Photographic screen- 
printing process 
invented. 
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Table 1. (continued) 
Typography 
1920s- Experimental typefaces, 
present These are typefaces that 
attempt to modify our 
alphabet. These include 
geometrically designed 
letterforms, and 
typefaces designed to 
enable mechanical 
readers. 
922 Nonesuch Press and 
The Golden Cockerel 
Presses of Britain 
established. These 
presses aimed to show 
that machine-set books 
could be as beautiful as 
hand-set. 
.Graphic Arts Technology 
920s Finer halftone screens 
become available. 
925 
1927 Paul Renner designs 
Futura typeface for 
Bauer Type Foundry. 
1928 Jan Tschichold writes 
Die Neue Typoaraphie. 
advocating type 
heirarchy, asymmetrical 
design, preference for 
sans serif, and white 
space. 
1930 Stanley Monson designs 
Times New Roman for 
The Times of London. 
Thotmic photographic 
composing machine 
invented. (This was a 
revolution not to be 
realized for over half a 
century). 
1930 
1938 
1945 
Late 
1940s 
Four-color offset press. 
Xerographic process 
invented. 
Offset printing gains 
supremacy over 
letterpress. Designers 
were now responsible 
for providing mechan¬ 
icals from which first a 
photographic negative 
then a offset plate was 
made. 
First generation of 
practical phototypeset¬ 
ting systems invented. 
These systems were 
essentially modeled on 
the Monotype, except 
film matrixes replaced 
metal, and a camera 
replaced the casting 
mechanism. 
First generation 
phototypesetter 
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Typography .Graphic Arts Technology 
1 
International 
Typographic Style 
poster 
1950s 
1950- 
present 
1954 
1957 
C.1960- 
c.1970 
1969 
Hermann Zapf designs 
Palatino, Melior, and 
Optima. 
International Typo¬ 
graphic Style. 
Adrien Frutiger designs 
the Univers family. 
Edouard Hoffman and 
Max Miedinger collabo¬ 
rate and produce 
Helvetica. 
Psychedelic typography. 
Type during this period 
was often either hand- 
drawn, or photographic¬ 
ally distorted by various 
means. 
International Typeface 
Corporation establ¬ 
ished by Herb Lubalin 
to provide standard¬ 
ized typefaces to ITC 
subscribers, and pro¬ 
tect and provide roya¬ 
lties for typeface 
designers. 
957 Letraset dry transfer 
lettering introduced. 
960s Computers linked to 
electronic phototype- 
setters. Phototypeset¬ 
ters allowed tighter 
kerning then previous 
methods. Font charac¬ 
ters are stored as film 
strips, grids, or disks. 
To produce the proper 
character, the film 
carrier would be posi¬ 
tioned at high speed 
in front of a light 
source, and via lenses, 
the desired size 
character would be 
exposed onto photo¬ 
graphic film. Photo¬ 
typesetters allowed 
for a variety of effects, 
expanded,condensed, 
backwards and forward 
slanting type, as well 
as perspective, and 
warping of generated 
text 
1965 First Digital typesetter. 
Fonts are stored as 
digital information. 
When activated, 
electron beams draw 
characters onto 
photographic film. 
1968 First low-cost 
phototypesetters intro¬ 
duced, which makes this 
technology available to a 
broad market. 
Il970 Microcomputers and 
phototypesetting 
technology comes 
together. 
Computer-linked 
phototypesetter 
MEllJernafck 
rater polhitio^*-~- 
’'•ntrot profc 
Text warped on a 
'phototypesetter 
Text condensed on 
a phototypesetter 
Sample pattern 
of a digitally stored 
letter f 
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Table 1. (continued) 
Typography 
1960s- Typeface designs 
1970s increasingly designed 
with tighter letterspacing. 
Typeface designers 
often draw lightest and 
boldest weights. 
Computer interpolations 
produce middle weights. 
Kerning pairs often 
exceed 1000 in some 
digital systems. 
(Graphic Arts Technology 
|l 970 Scanner reproduction 
introduced. 
974 Laser reproduction 
introduced. 
1975 
977 
H BOff 
. g:‘z: 
'W7. 
New Wave 
typographic piece 
late New Wave Typography. 
1970s- New Wave emphasizes 
early playfulness and visual 
1980s interest. Characteristics 
of the style are slanted 
type patterns, a grid 
background, use of con¬ 
densed, bold, and italic 
sans serifs, and 
letterspacing. 
1980s Digital typography. 
981 
1982 
1985 
mid Postmodern typography. 
1980s- Postmodern design and 
present typography devolved into 
several different move¬ 
ments, Punk, Color 
Field, Techno, Retro, 
and Graphic Expression¬ 
ism. All of these 
Laser typesetting 
machine introduced. 
Scitex introduced, the 
first computer system to 
integrate type, photo, 
and layout. Scitex 
machines carry much 
potential, but also the 
cost of working on a 
station is prohibitive, 
standing at around a 
couple of hundred 
dollars an hour. Many of 
the functions performed 
by a Scitex system, by 
the early 90's, could be 
performed by higher-end 
Macintosh machines. 
Imagesetting becomes 
commercially significant. 
Macintosh computer 
introduced. 
Personal Computers 
linked as front-end 
input devices to laser 
printers and other 
output devices. 
John Warnock and 
Charles Geschke 
develop PostScript 
A id w cost color 
Macintosh introduced; 
in 1991 
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Emigre 9 cover 
A tetter in tfre process 
X-XvAxXvX;: Mimm 
» 
Typography 
late 
1980s- 
early 
1990s 
movements continue 
many of the stylistic 
tenets put forward by 
New Wave, as well as 
exploring the myriad of 
typographic manipula¬ 
tions the computer 
technology allows the 
graphic designer of 
today. 
Emigre magazine 
formed by Rudy 
VanderLans and Zuzana 
Licko. Emigre focuses 
on presenting graphic 
design and typography in 
an innovative manner. 
Heavily influenced by the 
abilities of the Macintosh 
computer, the magazine 
contains a number of 
Zuzano Licko's typeface 
designs. Licko's 
typefaces celebrate the 
abilities of computer¬ 
generated type - 
bitmapped letterforms, 
condensed or expanded 
typefaces - and utilize 
those hallmarks in an 
amazingly legible way. 
Typeface designs show 
the influence of a numb¬ 
er of factors ranging 
from technological 
influence to historical 
influence. 
With the availability of 
font-generating 
programs like 
Fontographer, graphic 
designers now 
possess the ability to 
create PostScript 
typefaces. Initial 
designs can either be 
hand-drawn and 
scanned, then traced 
on screen, or the entire 
alphabet can be drawn 
entirely within the 
computer screen. 
Graphic Arts Technology 
Language. Adobe 
PostScript language, 
paired with the 
Apple Macintosh 
computer, allows for a 
WYSIWYG (What You 
See Is What You Get) 
layout description on 
the computer monitor. 
PostScript files built 
within a Macintosh are 
adaptible to the output 
resolution of a 
PostScript-driven out¬ 
put device. PostScript 
also allows for the 
scaling and rotation 
of any element in the 
layout The program 
handles halftones, and 
gives the user full 
control over font 
selection and sizing. 
Advent of commer¬ 
cially feasible Desktop 
Publishing, with the 
introduction of a 
PostScript equipped 
LaserWriter by Apple. 
1986 Four-color PostScript 
printer introduced. 
1987 Scanners introduced for 
Desktop Publishing. 
Table 1. (continued) 
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MAIN BODY 
Early Letterpress Printing and Typography 
The term typography originated with the development of movable metal 
type. Philip Meggs defines the term typography in his History of Graphic Design 
as “the term for printing through the use of independent, movable, and reusable 
bits of metal, each of which has a raised letterform on its top” (Meggs 1983, 71). 
According to this definition, then, the origins of typography was tied to the birth of 
graphic arts printing technology. From the beginning of typography and the inven¬ 
tion of the printing press, the evolution of typographic design has been closely 
linked to the evolution of graphic arts technology (Carter, Day, and Meggs 1985, 
91). 
The invention of the letterpress printing press by Johannes Gutenberg 
opened up new horizons for human dialogue and graphic design, as well as 
initiating the development of typography. Invented in Mainz, Germany in the year 
1450 by Johannes Gutenberg, the printing press has proven over the centuries to 
be one of the most important inventions ever formulated. Movable type and 
printing allowed, for the first time, the economic production of multiple copies of 
alphabet communication (Meggs 1983, 71). Instead of expensive, laboriously 
hand-copied manuscripts, the invention of the printing press and metal type re¬ 
sulted in the economical production of printed books. The development of metal 
typography and the subsequent dispersion of large bodies of knowledge pro¬ 
foundly influenced almost all aspects of life, from rising literacy rates to the way 
people thought. Undoubtedly, readily available typography influenced the ways 
and means that people organized information. As Meggs goes on to say in his 
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History of Graphic Design: 
Typography created an ordering of information and space that was se¬ 
quential and repeatable. It led man toward linear thought and logic, and a 
catagorization and compartmentalization of information that formed the 
basis for empirical scientific inquiry. It developed the individualism that has 
been a dominant aspect of Western society since the renaissance 
(Meggs 1983, 87). 
The invention of the printing press also had a tremendous impact on the 
alphabet. Because of the very nature of the printing press was to utilize inter¬ 
changeable parts, letterforms were standardized and spelling became normalized 
(Craig and Barton 1987, 54). The printing press represented the oncoming move 
towards mechanization of the Industrial Revolution. What this signified for the 
written alphabet was a moving away from the ideosyncracies of hand-written 
communication, to repeatable and identical mass-cast metal typography. 
The first typeface Gutenburg cast in metal was a typeface of a familiar 
contemporary form - a square, compact textur lettering style commonly used by 
German scribes of his day (Fig. 1). Because he sought to compete with the still 
existant calligraphers and scribes within the monastary, he initially strove to con¬ 
vey a sense of quality and worksmanship similar to that of a handwritten manu¬ 
script. To further that aim, within his first typeface he cast an extensive font of two 
hundred ninety different characters: creating a sense of richness and variety by 
creating a large number of alternate characters and ligatures. Gutenberg also left 
blank spaces within the printed manuscript so that skilled calligraphers could later 
draw in decorative initials (Meggs 1983, 77, 80). 
Gutenberg chose to cast a font resembling manuscript hands widely used 
in his time, not only for reasons of fashion, but also as a way to deal with the 
ideosyncracies of his letterpress. Early typeface designers learned to accept the 
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limitations of press, paper, and ink on a design. Because the letterpress presses 
they were working with were constructed of wood, the presses could not be 
counted on to exert an even pressure. Equally unaccountable was the paper they 
used as handmade paper would not accept ink evenly (Fig. 2). Therefore, early 
typefaces could have very little contrast between thick and thin strokes, while 
serifs were heavy (Fig. 3). Thus the limitations of early letterpress led to the 
visual characteristics of the first of five major classifications of type, Oldstyle 
(Craig and Barton 1987, 78). 
With the genesis of Gutenberg’s letterpress, the technical conditions influ¬ 
encing the formation of the first of five major classifications of type was engen¬ 
dered. Examining the evolution of typography, historians of the twentieth century 
have proposed five major categories of type: Oldstyle, Transitional, Modern, 
Sans Serif, and Egyptian (Carter, Day, and Meggs 1985, 141). Each classifica¬ 
tion of type has resulted from diverse influences ranging from historical precedent, 
technological innovation, artistic movements, scientific discoveries, and archeo¬ 
logical influences. The development of three typeface categories - Oldstyle, 
Transitional, and Modern - can be directly linked to improvements in graphic arts 
technology, while the other two categories - Sans Serif and Egyptian - were cre¬ 
ated more from stylistic and archeological influences. 
Furthermore, the invention of letterpress placed a characteristic arranged 
look upon metal typography for centuries to come. Letterpress technology im¬ 
posed a characteristic vertical and horizontal look upon typography from its very 
inception in 1450 right up through the next five centuries. This vertical and hori¬ 
zontal alignment of typographic elements results from the technical requirements 
of letterpress to lock all the metal elements tightly in place within the frame on the 
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bed of the press. In order to fight the limitations of letterpress, printers had to 
struggle with the nature of metal typography, or technically improve the existing 
subsystems of printing. 
John Baskerville 
One printer who chose to alter the look of letterpress typography through 
improving the existing subsystems of letterpress was John Baskerville, an ama¬ 
teur English printer. John Baskerville was an innovator who was involved with all 
aspects of the printing process including production of type, paper, ink, and 
presses. During his lifetime Baskerville improved his presses, focusing on perfect 
alignment between platen and press bed, as well as minutely adjusting the unusu¬ 
ally hard packing behind the paper to achieve an even, overall impression (Meggs 
1983, 141-142). 
Baskerville also focused on improvements in ink and paper. He produced 
a deep, rich black ink and developed a smooth, woven paper for use on his press. 
One of Baskerville’s major contributions to graphic arts technology was the devel¬ 
opment of a fine woven screen upon which he cast a smooth paper. Previous to 
his invention of a finely wove papermaking screen, paper was cast on a parallel 
wire screen supported by stronger wires called chains (Craig and Barton 1987, 
105). The paper produced on these screens had an uneven surface called laid 
that retained the impressions of the screen. Baskerville realized a smoother 
surfaced paper would allow more even impressions. After producing wove paper, 
Baskerville then further refined the papermaking process by inventing the 
calendaring process. Calendaring produces a smooth, glossy paper by passing a 
wove paper between two heated copper plates which presses and smooths the 
paper surface (Meggs 1983,142). 
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Baskerville realized these technical improvements upon press, ink, and 
paper would allow for a more refined typography. Taking advantage of the even, 
finely adjusted impressions capable on his press, and coupling that reliability with 
a smooth surfaced paper, John Baskerville created Baskerville, a Transitional 
typeface (Fig. 4). In the annals of typographic discourse, Baskerville has become 
interchangeable with the term Transitional, and certainly, Baskerville is regarded 
as the most refined and classic of Transitional typefaces. Transitional typefaces 
are characterized with an increased contrast between thick and thin strokes than 
those seen in Old Style typefaces (Fig. 5). This increased contrast lends an air of 
lightness and vibrancy to Baskerville’s letterforms (Fig. 6). Clearly, the appear¬ 
ance this classic Transitional typeface is linked to John Baskerville’s drive to 
improve the printed quality of typography through graphic arts technical improve¬ 
ments, and increase the typographic possibilities within the letterpress printing 
system. 
Copperplate Engraving and Typography 
The limitations imposed by letterpress on typography drove printers to 
develop alternatives to metal slug typography. One alternative, intaglio printing, 
had been invented in the early 1400s but had largely remained untapped as a 
commercial printing process until in 1572 the Dutch printer Christopher Plantin 
introduced a variation of intaglio, copperplate engraving, into his printed work 
(Craig and Barton 1987, 87). Plantin was interested in copperplate engraving as 
a method to replace the more clumsy woodcut illustrations commonly used with 
letterpress printing (Fig. 7). Because woodcut illustrations and metal type were 
both printed from raised surfaces, woodcut could be combined on the press with 
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metal type and printed together in one run. Woodcut, however, could not repro¬ 
duce the great fineness of detail that was possible with engraving in metal (Fig. 
8). The public liked the fine detail of the copperplate engravings and soon cop¬ 
perplate replaced woodcut as the major process of printing illustrations (Meggs 
1983, 126-130). 
Copperplate engravings, when combined with letterpress metal type, 
required two seperate press runs, one for the raised type, and another run for the 
engraved copperplates. This technical complexity led to the increasing incorpora¬ 
tion of letterforms and illustrations on the copperplates (Fig. 9). Soon, with the 
increased skill of the engravers, books were soon produced independent of mov¬ 
able metal type. The very act of engraving itself, and the fine detail that could be 
produced with this media, encouraged the development of script letterforms that 
could range from extreme delicacy to solidness of form (Fig. 10) (Meggs 1983, 
130). The engraving tool allowed some of the same flexibility of a pencil, and 
engravers were not loath to utilize that adaptibility. Copperplate engraving al¬ 
lowed and encouraged exuberant flourishes and swashes unavailable with mov¬ 
able metal type. 
Copperplate engraving continued to grow in popularity, and was used 
throughout the 1700s on a variety of printed pieces including books, labels, busi¬ 
ness cards, and announcements. The nature of the media allowed for tremen¬ 
dous freedom of form, and decorative treatment of type and borders continued 
unabashedly. Contrast in the text on these engraved printed pieces were extreme 
and inspired imitation in movable metal type (Meggs 1983,139-140). Copper¬ 
plate engraving was also free of the horizontal and vertical constraints that metal 
letterpress placed on typography, and thus was much more true to the Rococo 
tendencies of the time. 
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A technology developed as a direct result of the limitations of the dominant 
letterpress, the flourishes and exuberance of copperplate engraving typeforms 
inspired typographic innovations. 
The Industrial Revolution and Victorian Typography 
The Industrial Revolution was a time of rapid and drastic change effecting 
all aspects of society. This far-reaching revolution began in Britain in the mid 
eighteenth century, and continued for around a century in Europe and the North¬ 
ern Americas. Some sections of the world are still experiencing industrialization. 
The Industrial Revolution was marked by a shift from an rural to an urban society, 
technical innovation, population expansion, and growth of consumerism in soci¬ 
ety. New sources of power including the steam engine, electricity, and gasoline 
powered engines increased the options available for manufacturing processes. 
This was a time marked by upheavel as the heretofore previously agrarian society 
shifted to an industrial base. The shifting of this population base was in itself an 
incentive for increased industrial production. The Industrial Revolution was also a 
time of innovation in type design and printing press capabilities as increased 
literacy and higher demand for goods and services spurred printed ephemera. 
It was during this time period that major technical innovations in printing 
technology took place, improving existing technologies and developing the basis 
for future processes. Letterpress printing presses were improved with the in¬ 
creased addition of metal parts to the previously mostly wooden presses. This 
innovation can be characterized by the first all-iron press in 1800 called the 
Stanhope, which allowed for a larger platen and more uniform pressure. After the 
Stanhope came more and improved presses, which, with the also improving inks 
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and inking techniques permitted better quality printing. Steam power was also 
soon applied to presses, allowing for better and quicker impressions (Craig and 
Barton 1987, 117). 
Thomas Cotterell 
It was also during the period of the Industrial Revolution that a number of 
innovations in typeface design occured. One example of this innovation was the 
work of Thomas Cotterell, a student of the first William Caslon. In 1765 Thomas 
Cotterell developed a technique for casting large display letters in sand. By 
casting metal letters in sand, Cotterell was able to cast letters over two inches 
high, a size heretofore never seen in metal. This facility amazed his contemporar¬ 
ies, and the idea was enthusiastically received by other foundrys. Cotterell’s 
invention enabled type to gradually grow bolder and larger (Meggs 1983,156- 
157). 
With the casting of such large letters in metal, it soon became apparent 
that the sheer weight and awkwardness of such large letterforms were causing 
problems with production, cost, handling, and storage. Casting large metal type 
was expensive and difficult to pour. The metal had a tendency to solidify quickly 
and was hard to keep in a liquid state. This difficulty in casting was also com¬ 
pounded by the thickness of the metal type as the metal cooled unevenly, often 
resulting in a slightly concave printing surface. Once cast, the printers had to face 
the difficulty of storing such huge unwieldy blocks of metal, as well as wrestling 
them onto the printing press. Shipping a complete font also could cause some 
consternation as the sheer weight of the metal slugs combined with the brittleness 
of the type made the transportation of these letters to be a major production 
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(Meggs 1983, 161). Printers and type designers were keenly interested in devel¬ 
oping a typographic manufacturing process to bypass these difficulties. Because 
of these problems, it is hardly surprising that an alternate way to satisfy the Victo¬ 
rian desire for large, bold advertisements and letterforms was developed. 
Lithography 
Aloys Senefelder’s invention of lithography in 1798 also provided another 
technological innovation in printing technology that was to effect typographic 
rendering. Lithography, “stone writing”, is based on the concept that grease and 
water do not mix. Graphic artists could draw their designs wrong-reading on the 
stone with a grease pencil, then apply a wash of acid over the top. The uncov¬ 
ered parts of the stone would etch away, leaving the design which could be then 
printed. There were some major advantages and disadvantages to this process 
for the typographer. One advantage was the ability to draw directly on the stone 
with a pencil allowed for greater liberty of form and ease of correction than ever 
before. The final appearance of the type, therefore, depended mostly upon the 
limits of the imagination and skill of the graphic artist (Fig. 11). On the other hand, 
the mere fact that the type and images had to be hand drawn onto the stone 
limited both the amount of type to be used in a project, and increased the difficulty 
for the graphic artist as the both type and image had to be drawn on the stone 
backwards. This process was most suitable for posters, and lithography did not 
reach its zenith until power was introduced to lithographic presses during the 
Victorian era. 
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Wood Type 
The search for a lighter, more cost efficient type medium was satisfied by 
the research of Darius Wells, an American printer. He had been experimenting 
for some time with wood to form large letters, and in 1827 he invented a lateral 
router that led to the economical manufacture of display types. Carving large 
letters out of wood had several immediate advantages over metal type. The wood 
type was much lighter, very durable, and unsurprisingly, cost much less than the 
large metal type. The economics of wood type, combined with the application of a 
device called a pantograph with the router in 1834 by George Leavenworth (Kelly 
1969, 33), allowed for an explosion of new styles. The pantograph could trace a 
drawn letterform while simultaneously guiding a router along the surface of a 
wood block, echoing the shape of the drawing (Fig. 12). Wood type could be 
manufactured in almost endless variety. This plethora of typeface designs 
merged with Victorian sensibilities and resulted in printed typographic communi¬ 
cations that unabashedly used variety of typestyles as design sensibility (Fig. 13, 
Fig. 14) (Meggs 1983, 161). 
Because wood type was created for the letterpress, metal and wood type 
were mixed freely within designs. The limitations of letterpress enforced horizon¬ 
tal and vertical compositions, and this became part and parcel of the design 
decisions made within a given piece. The physical composition of the wood type 
impressed itself upon the printed communications, as the texture of the top of the 
wood type often printed onto the design (Fig. 15). Thusly, in this way the technol¬ 
ogy of the time also impressed itself into the printed ephemera of the day. 
The technology of wood type also allowed for more typographic freedom 
for the everyday designer. For the first time, the opportunity to design a typeface 
was available to the ordinary designer. Wood type was easy to produce, and as 
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the skill of the wood engravers increased, customers were invited to send a draw¬ 
ing of a letter to the type manufactory. The manufactory would then create an 
entire font based on that type design. Also as the skill of the engravers increased, 
so did the specialty faces that they produced. It was not long before wood en¬ 
gravers were producing outline, whiteline, and shadowed letterforms (Fig. 16) 
(Heller and Chwast 1988, 15). This typographic diversity offered by wood type 
also spurred on the metal typefounders. Since metal typefoundries were in com¬ 
petition with the wood type producers, they introduced novel typefaces of their 
own, typefaces using such tricks as perspective, outline, reversing, contracting, 
and expanding letterforms (Carter, Day, and Meggs 1985, 158). 
ChromolithoqraDhv Type 
The explosion of typeface styles available in wood type inspired printers 
and type manufacturers to more and more extreme effects. The plethora of 
typeface designs available to letterpress typographers still did not offset the rigid 
horizontal and vertical format imposed by letterpress technology on letterpress 
typography. In order to escape this horizontal and vertical format, printers looked 
to an alternate printing process, chromolithography. While it is true its predeces¬ 
sor, lithography, had been in use since the very late 1700s, this graphic arts 
technology was not to be widely exploited until around the 1840s-1850s. Partially, 
chromolithography came into wide-spread use around this time because in 1846 
the rotary lithographic press was invented providing a needed boost to lithogra¬ 
phy, enabling lithography to compete with the dominant printing form, letterpress 
(Meggs 1983, 183). With this innovation, and the addition of color, the character¬ 
istics of lithography and chromolithography could be freely exploited. 
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Improved lithographic printing resulted in more pictorial and colorful posters 
which soon overshadowed the rigid horizontal and vertical properties of letter- 
press wood type. Lithographic type could be drawn with abandon, with lettering 
freely flowing across the pictorial format (Fig. 17). At times, the typography inte¬ 
grated almost completely with the images (Fig. 18). With the remarkable freedom 
of typography that lithography offered, chromolithography for a time began to 
drive letterpress posters from the market. A medium lacking in traditions, and 
with very little restraints on the design process, chromolithography granted 
graphic artists remarkable freedom. As Philip Meggs says in his History of 
Graphic Design about chromolithography: 
Design was done on the artist’s drawing board instead of the 
compositor’s metal press bed. Without traditions and lacking the con¬ 
straints of letterpress, chromolithography designers could invent any 
letterform that suited their fancy and allow lettering to run in angles and 
arcs or flow right over images (Meggs 1983,185). 
Victorian type design sensibilities were very fluid, for as Michael Twyman, author 
of Printing 1770-1970 comments: 
The Victorian conception of lettering was a very elastic one, and 
letterforms were either elaborated and distorted with abandon either for 
decorative purposes or in order to create an overall mood. Legibility, if 
it was considered at all, was usually of minor importance (Twyman 
1970, 75). 
Apparently, not everyone involved with design and printing were enamored with 
the freedom chromolithography offered, for Meggs goes on to say “Letterpress 
printers and admirers of fine typography and printing were appalled by the design 
language that emerged with the growth of lithography” (Meggs 1983,185). 
Chromolithography flourished for a time, then, in the latter decades of the 
nineteenth century, began to fade due to public shifts in taste away from the 
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Victorian sensibilities of the age and the development of improved printing tech¬ 
nologies. The basic principles of lithography was to later develop into offset 
lithography, a printing process that was to surpass letterpress by the mid-twenti¬ 
eth century (Gottschall 1989, 104). 
The Victorian age was an era of rapid technological development, accom¬ 
panied by diversity in typographic forms. With letterpress, copperplate engraving, 
and chromolithography at their disposal, Victorian graphic artists possessed a 
diverse array of processes to work with. Also within this period, advertising first 
appeared, spurred by the Industrial Revolution and the increasing need to inform 
a body of consumers of the availability and superiority of advertised products. In 
the 1989 book Graphic Style: From Victorian to Post-Modern. Steven Heller 
comments about the forming influences of advertising art: 
The surpluses created by the industrial revolution led to increased com¬ 
petition in the marketplace, as sellers sought to educate buyers to the 
virtues of products and services. To this end, advancements in the simul¬ 
taneous printing of text and image fostered the new medium called adver¬ 
tising (Heller and Chwast 1988, 15). 
This rise in consumerism spurred an increase in printed materials, and the design 
of printed advertisements was left to the abilities of commercial printers. These 
commercial printers were largely untutored in aesthetics, yet had at hand an 
amazing number of unique display typefaces. The printing historian Michael 
Twyman says of this time period: 
The jobbing and periodical printers were faced with new problems... 
New processes and materials ... new clients ... and new kinds of infor¬ 
mation to translate into print. What emerged was a new approach to 
design which distinguishes the 19th century printer from his 18th century 
counterpart, and leads to the new profession of graphic design (Twyman, 
1970, 2). 
It was precisely because of the rapid increase in the sheer amount of printed 
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materials, and the excesses spurred by the plethora of unique display typefaces 
that the need was becoming apparent for a specific profession responsible for the 
aesthetic design of advertisements. 
During this period a few serious typographers tried to maintain standards, 
but were undermined by the snowballing need for fast and economical commer¬ 
cial printing. The proliferation of aesthetically untutored craftsman also contrib¬ 
uted to the rapid decline in typographic quality. Even elegant typefaces such as 
those developed in the eighteenth century by Francois Ambrose Didot and 
Giambattista Bodoni were as Heller puts it, “bastardized two centuries later by 
tasteless Victorian commercial job printers” (Heller and Chwast 1988, 15). 
With the rate of technological development ever increasing, so too was the 
desire to move ever faster from mechanization to automation. Faster, better, and 
more automated ways of producing typography was sought, and in the latter part 
of the 19th century several inventions were to increasingly fulfill the desire for 
automation. 
Typecasting Machines 
The need for faster and more economical printing of type was in part ful¬ 
filled by inventing mechanized and partially automated machinery to set and cast 
large amounts of text. Ottmar Mergenthaller’s invention of the Linotype machine 
on July 3, 1886 helped mechanize and partially automate the production of 
printed typography (Fig. 19). The Linotype machine had a keyboard, and once 
the operator keyed the text into the mechanism, hot lead type was cast automati¬ 
cally. Mergenthaller’s invention bypassed the hand compositor’s job, creating an 
explosion in graphic material, and thousands of new jobs. One person operating 
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a Linotype could do the work of 7 or 8 hand compositors. Because of the effi¬ 
ciency of the Linotype, the cost of newspapers, book publishing, and periodicals 
went down. Printing of all kinds of materials flourished. Also after the Linotype 
was invented, typographic design piracy exploded (Meggs 1983, 199-200). 
The production of type matrixes for these industrial typesetting machines 
was a costly, and often time-consuming process for legitimate type foundries. 
The development of a type font for use as a type matrix in a typesetting machine 
was a costly and slow design and craft process (Poggenpohl 1988, 46). Once a 
new type font was released, oftentimes typeface design pirates would quickly 
electroplate the new designs, then market the counterfeit matrixes. Design piracy 
was extensive, and frustrating to legitimate type foundries, and the continual 
competition spurred typefoundries in a constant drive to create new and unique 
typefaces (Meggs, 1983, 200). 
Mechanized and partially automated production of type had its limitations. 
The Linotype machine, then the Monotype machine of 1887 set text-size type 
only. Another typesetting machine, the Ludlow, had to be specifically developed 
to set larger display typefaces (Craig and Barton 1987, 121). Also, these early 
typesetting machines also set and cast type in horizontal rows, further reinforcing 
the horizontal and vertical nature of letterpress printing. Metal typesetters also 
imposed an economic limit on designers. Since matrixes had to be loaded into 
the machines, it was really only economical to mix two typeface versions - usually 
a roman with an italic, or a lightface and boldface combination (Gottschall 1989, 
115). But the sheer notion of applying automation to an aspect of typesetting that 
had remained much the same since Gutenberg’s time was revolutionary. A revo¬ 
lutionary concept of working that was to carry on into the 20th century. 
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The Twentieth Century and Typography 
The twentieth century was, and has continued to be, a time of unprec¬ 
edented social, economic, and technological change. This century has seen the 
results of two world wars as well as numerous conflicts around the world. It has 
been a century of pride in the word “Progress”, and also a century of disillusion¬ 
ment as the price of progress becomes heartbreakingly clear as it effects the very 
sky over our heads. This century has seen the progression from horse-drawn 
carriages to the automobile. Matter beyond the grasp of the human eye has been 
chained to produce the energy of a star, and the slaving of that energy to human 
nature has resulted in the production and use of weapons of mass destruction. 
These weapons of mass destruction continue to hang over the heads of all the 
peoples of the world. 
Unsurprisingly, such a century of diverse influences has had a profound 
influence on typography. The creation and usage of type has been altered by a 
wide range of influences, from artistic movements, to improvements in printing 
technology and type formation, to photography, to the computer age. 
Typography in general in the early years of the century continued to work 
with the existing technologies of the time, namely, the Linotype and Monotype. 
These two typesetting processes continued to impose a rigid horizontal and 
vertical format upon typographic design. There were, however, movements that 
found the existing and widely used typesetting methods to be restrictive, and drew 
upon other existing technologies in innovative ways to circumvent these restric¬ 
tions. 
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Futurism 
The Futurist poet Filippo Marinetti founded the Futurist movement in 1909 
by issuing the first Futurist Manifesto. Futurism was partially founded as a reac¬ 
tion to burgeoning technologies at the time - and Futurist typography sought to 
depict the excitement and vibrancy with which they perceived the age. 
Futurist typography was characterized by an exuberant mix of typefaces 
and typesizes, as well as a blatant disregard for the horizontal and vertical format 
of letterpress (Fig. 20, Fig. 21). The Futurists proudly denied tradition, and looked 
beyond “normal” typographic approaches. As Meggs says: 
Since Gutenberg’s invention of movable type, most graphic design has 
had a vigorous horizontal and vertical structure. The Futurist poets cast 
these restraints to the wind. Freed from tradition, they animated their 
pages with a dynamic, nonlinear composition achieved by pasting words 
and letterforms in place for photographic reproduction (Meggs 1983, 276- 
277). 
The Futurist typographers could freely paste words in place for photo¬ 
graphic reproduction because the technology to reproduce images photographi¬ 
cally was already in place. Photographic images were by this time routinely 
reproduced in newspapers printed via letterpress technology and photographed 
typographic layouts could be reproduced. It is also possible the Futurists repro¬ 
duced their typography via offset lithography, for sheet-fed offset lithography 
presses were commercially available by the first World War (Twyman 1970, 58). 
Which method the Futurists used is unclear, but what is clear is that they utilized 
existing technologies in an innovative way beyond the traditional use of these 
technologies at the time. 
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The Bauhaus 
The Bauhaus formed in the wake of the end of World War I in Weimar, 
Germany. The school would, through its various moves first to Dessau, then 
Berlin, boast an impressive list of faculty and students. Included in the roster 
were Walter Gropius, Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, Herbert Bayer, El Lissitsky, Wassily 
Kandinsky, Johannes Itten, and Joost Schmidt, as well as numerous others. 
While the Bauhaus did not initially contain an official typography curriculum, 
however, by the time the Bauhaus moved to Dessau, a typography studio was 
established. 
Typography at the Bauhaus, like the other curriculum, was driven by 
Gropius’ articulated statement “Art and Technology - a New Unity” (Gottschall 
1989, 33). Typography at the Bauhaus explored the spirit of expressing the 
modern age through usage of sans serif typefaces, asymmetrical compositions, 
and geometrical typeface designs, as well as actually taking advantage of im¬ 
proved graphic arts technology. 
One improvement in graphic arts technology two masters at the Bauhaus 
exploited was the development of a finer halftone screen made available in the 
1920s. This fine halftone screen commercially available in the 20s allowed for a 
finer rendering of photographic values, and designers began experimenting with 
photographs (Elam 1990,1). Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, and later Joost Schmidt, 
experimented with the capabilities of photography to render unusual effects upon 
typography. 
Laszlo Moholy-Nagy utilized the capabilities of light, shadow, and form to 
expand typographic possibilities. A master of photographic manipulation, he 
adapted easily to the manipulation of typography through photographic means. 
His dust cover for the Bauhaus Book 14 (Fig. 22) shows his familiarity with 
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shadow to form compositional effects, while his cover for the Fourteen Bauhaus 
Books brochure (Fig. 23) exhibits his understanding of type, shadow, and three- 
dimensional form. Following in Moholy-Nagy’s footsteps, Joost Schmidt (first a 
student, then later a master at the Bauhaus) also experimented with photography 
and typography in his work (Fig. 24, Fig. 25) (Elam 1990, 2). Schmidt worked 
with light, shadow, three-dimensional forms, and reflective surfaces to accentuate 
the marrying of photographic rendering with typography. 
Offset Lithography 
While offset lithography was technically possible in the early years of the 
twentieth century, offset was not to gain supremacy over letterpress printing until 
after World War II. Letterpress was standard, and well established in printing 
plants, with equipment already in place. Furthermore, the wide-spread existing 
technology of typesetting machines was based on the casting of metal slugs, and 
in order to change over to offset printing on a massive scale, then a commercially 
feasible method of phototypesetting letterforms was necessary. 
While phototypesetting was a graphic arts technology first created in the 
first half of the twentieth century, phototype was not to come to full realization of 
its potential until the latter part of the 40s (Labuz 1988, 149). An earlier photo¬ 
typesetting machine, the Thothmic Photographic composing machine was in¬ 
vented in 1925 (Meggs 1983, 415), but at the time could not compete with the 
Linotype workhorse standard. Phototypesetting was not to come into full accep¬ 
tance until after the 1940s and by the 1960s phototypesetting was flourishing. 
But when phototypesetting came to be paired with offset lithography, the 
designer had great freedom of design. The major advantage of offset was its 
flexibility, and the control afforded to the designer over the printed piece. With 
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letterpress, the designer submitted a drawing of the desired design to the printer. 
The printer then was in charge of assembling the various design elements to¬ 
gether on the bed of the letterpress to fulfill the designer’s intent. With offset, the 
designer was responsible for the assembling of a mechanical which would be 
photographed by the printer and made into a printing plate. The designer had 
complete control over the arrangement of design elements. 
What this freedom from the horizontal and vertical constraints of letterpress 
meant was that the treatment of type changed. Designers could cut and paste 
phototypeset galleys apart and re-space letterforms as well as place the 
letterforms at any angle or curve on the page. Letterforms could also be drawn by 
hand in black ink and pasted on mechanicals for a more gestural or calligraphic 
look. There was a growing interest in incorporating letterforms with hand-drawn 
extensions (Fig. 26). Cut and paste typography allowed for a freer typographic 
approach. 
Phototype 
Developments in phototypesetting since the late 1940s has been rapid, 
and forceful in impact upon typographic design. First introduced as a mechanical 
device which shone light through a film strip onto photographic media, the photo¬ 
typesetter went through rapid and numerous changes. By the late 1960s photo¬ 
typesetters were linked to computers (Labuz 1988,152), and a variety of specialty 
effects were possible. Type on phototypesetting machines could be specified as 
expanded, condensed, reversed, or distorted via changing film strips, lenses, and 
keyboard commands (Fig. 27, Fig. 28) (Gordon and Dodd 1990, 82). Phototype¬ 
setters went through several more changes until characters were stored as digital 
information in the 70s and 80s. 
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Digitally stored fonts had several advantages. Type could be subjected to 
a number of special effects like slanting, condensing, expanding, or extending 
without the use of special film fonts. Special characters like logos, foreign lan¬ 
guage letters, and ideographs could be reproduced as needed from stored digital 
information (Labuz 1988, 160). Type also could be set at any size, from ex¬ 
tremely small sizes to extremely enlarged sizes beyond the sizes available in 
movable type. From tiny to huge, type could be manipulated without losing any 
sharpness. 
Phototype’s ability to manipulate letterforms led to an increased fashion¬ 
able desire for tight kerning between letters. Tighter kerning could increase 
legibility, and more letters could be fit upon the page (Gottschall 1989, 116). 
Designers exploited the ability for tighter kerning to the degree of touching or 
overlapping type to achieve an overall color to the page (Fig. 29, Fig. 30). Herb 
Lubalin, designer and typographer, was one of the first designers to understand 
the potential of phototype to overlap, condense, and expand letterforms could be 
exploited for expressive purposes in typographic designs (Craig and Barton 1987, 
183). At the time, Lubalin’s typography provided examples of phototype’s abilities 
to other designer’s working in that era, and indeed, Lubalin’s expressive manipu¬ 
lation typography provides one of the finest examples of phototypesetter 
typography. 
Phototype also allowed for the easy introduction of new type designs. The 
intensive craft and manufacturing of a new typeface design was greatly simplified 
as new fonts for phototypesetters could be drawn, then photographed for usage 
on film strips within the phototypesetting machines (Poggenpohl 1988, 46). This 
simplicity of font generation for phototypesetters quickly made the entire history of 
typography available (Carter, Day, and Meggs 1985, 32). Specimen books could 
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be simply photographed, and rapidly made into film fonts for the phototypesetters. 
For type manufactories, the change from metal type to phototype meant tremen¬ 
dous savings. Designing and deploying a new metal font meant an investment of 
hundreds of thousands of dollars. New punches and matrices had to be manufac¬ 
tured for every type size, and for every variation within a type family. Phototype 
reduced this deployment to simple film fonts, and this ease of development 
sponsered a explosion of typestyles (Meggs 1983, 416). Unfortunately, this facile 
ability to reproduce fonts seemingly encouraged typographic design piracy. Ac¬ 
cording to Meggs, “Original typeface designs requiring hundreds of hours of work 
could now be photocopied by unscrupulous operators who produced instant film 
fonts but did not pay designers a royalty or commission” (Meggs 1983, 419). 
Outraged by this rampant typographic design piracy, as well as astounded 
at the bizarre typefaces of the time, Herb Lubalin, typographer Aaron Burns, and 
phototypography pioneer Edward Rondthaller founded the International Typeface 
Corporation (ITC). ITC was formed in 1970 to establish a system of licensing and 
making master fonts while protecting the royalty interests of typeface designers 
(Meggs 1983, 419). ITC has over the years provided a source of high-quality 
designs specifically tailored to the needs of the technologies of the time. Type¬ 
faces designed for ITC has shown a greater concern with tightness of fit, a ten¬ 
dency begun with phototype. Shorter ascenders and descenders allow for tighter 
linespacing (Meggs 1983, 420). To showcase their high-quality fonts ITC began 
publishing the journal U&LC. (Upper and Lower Case) with Herb Lubalin as de¬ 
sign director. By February 1990, the complete collection of ITC fonts numbered 
63 typeface families with 63 display faces (U&LC 1990, 52-54). Furthermore, 
many standard fonts such as Garamond, Caslon, Century, Cheltenham, and 
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Baskerville - originally designed for hand and line casting - had to be redrawn and 
reinterpreted to adapt to the newer phototypesetting and digital systems (Craig 
and Barton 1987, 206). ITC also focused on producing a continual supply of 
interesting and high-quality fonts to offset the onrush of amateur typographers 
who wholeheartedly joined the stream of typography because of the ease of 
designing a font for phototypography. 
The abilities of phototypesetters continued to grow. During the 1970s and 
early 1980s digital phototypesetters became increasingly complex. In the 1970s a 
phototypesetter became available that could produce a range of sizes from an 
outline font. Bitmaps were no longer required by digital machines to produce a 
range of sizes. Outline fonts, an innovation which would be later teamed with 
personal computers, would become a valuable aspect of Desktop Publishing 
(DTP). By the mid 1980s personal computers had been linked to output devices 
and a revolution was born (Gottschall 1989, 112). 
Computers 
A rapidly developing technology, the computer has become an aid and a 
constant companion in today’s world. Computers range from large military main¬ 
frame installations controlling vast amounts of information, through the gamut of 
business applications, down to the PC sitting on a desk in an ordinary household. 
This wide dissemination of a high technology machine has, not surprisingly, had a 
profound impact on every portion of our lives, and it is becoming increasingly 
difficult to imagine what our lives would be like without the constant influence of 
the computer. This influence is profound, especially if the brief history of the 
evolution of the computer is considered. 
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The technological development of the computer has been remarkably 
rapid. In 1946 the first digital macrocomputer was produced - an awkward ar¬ 
rangement of vacuum-filled tubes. The mid to late 60s brought the second gen¬ 
eration of computers - transistorized machines. The 80s and 90s brought the 
latest version of the computer - the PC microcomputer that can perform and store 
huge amounts of information in tiny integrated circuits (Academic American Ency¬ 
clopedia 1987, s.v. computer). This rapid development has resulted in an infor¬ 
mation revolution, a revolution effecting myriad professions including graphic 
design and its subfield typography. 
The Macintosh Computer and Desktop Publishing In the mid 80’s 
Apple computers introduced the Macintosh computer and initiated the Desktop 
Publishing (DTP) revolution. Characterized by a user-friendly environment, the 
Macintosh computer quickly gained support among designers for the ease with 
which it handled images and typography. Coupled with a 300 dpi laser printer 
Apple also introduced in 1985, the combined devices became highly favored by 
designers. Other makes of computers running on different operating systems - 
IBM, IBM compatibles, the NExT machine - would also support DTP, but it was 
the user-friendly environment of the Macintosh computer which would win over 
the larger share of the graphics market. 
The popularity of the Macintosh computer was due partially to the market¬ 
ing strategies Apple adopted as well as the abilities of the computer. The Macin¬ 
tosh computer is particularly amiable to rapid layout and design, with an amazing 
ability to manipulate typography. Well aware of these assets Apple has based 
much of its marketing strategy in touting this ability of the Macintosh as a design 
tool (Cooper 1989, 15). In fact, Apple’s Macintosh marketing strategies have 
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significantly contributed to the explosive growth of DTP, opening up possibilities 
of naive design, cottage industries, and myriads of small publications (Cooper 
1989, 11). 
DTP in the late 1980s and early 1990s was characterized by an influx of 
trained designers and untrained would-be designers. Typography produced on 
these systems was initially rough in quality from the low-cost, low-resolution dot¬ 
matrix printers available at the same time as the higher-quality, higher-priced 
laser printers (Fig. 31). The typography produced by outputting a file to a low- 
resolution device was so strikingly rough to designers accustomed to the seam¬ 
less look of phototype that a number of typefaces were developed that specifically 
capitalized on this roughness (Fig. 32, Fig. 33). Mac users with access to a 300 
dpi (dots per inch) laser printer, however, could produce type of fairly good qual¬ 
ity, and a growing number of users were quick to realize the advantages of a DTP 
system. For many Mac users, 300 dpi laser printers could function almost as a 
new kind of printing press, especially useful for short runs. Other DTP users 
realized that a 300 dpi output device produced type which, while hardly the Madi¬ 
son Avenue quality of phototype, could be used in mechanicals for quick and dirty 
printing jobs. 
Type produced on a Macintosh computer could be output at as high of a 
resolution as the target output device was capable of, thanks to the PostScript 
description language of the Macintosh system. Edward Gottschall describes 
PostScript succinctly in his book Typographic Communications Today: 
PostScript is a language for describing the appearance of text, graphics, 
and images on the printed page. Documents with integrated text and 
graphics can be printed on PostScript-equipped raster laser printers and 
typesetters. PostScript build the pages at the resolution of the available 
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printer or imagesetter. Since PostScript is device independent, documents 
can be created on a variety of front-ends, including personal computers. 
PostScript goes beyond electronic pasteup. The page, or portions of it, 
can be scaled and rotated to any angle for impact or emphasis. The pro¬ 
gram becomes an electronic stat camera capable of zooming in on, or 
magnifying, any portion of a page. A letter, word, or image can be placed 
anywhere on the page. 
The program handles halftones. It also gives the user full control 
over font selection and sizing. Typeset-quality fonts are stored in outline 
form and output in the desired resolution and size (Gottschail 1989, 112). 
PostScript language enables the Mac user to manipulate type on the screen, and 
output that manipulation quickly. 
This ability of the Macintosh to produce a layout quickly has had a pro¬ 
found effect on typography. A PostScript-equipped device with PostScript fonts 
loaded onto the system has as many quickly accessible type choices as there are 
fonts available on the machine. Layouts can be quickly and easily formulated with 
a myriad of typefaces and sizes together on the same page. With metal type and 
phototype the most economical usage of fonts was to have a simple mixture of 
perhaps two different fonts in a job. With PostScript fonts with the Macintosh, this 
economic consideration is of little importance. Typestyles can be mixed at will 
within the computer. 
PostScript typefaces are readily available, from faces produced by credit¬ 
able type suppliers like ITC, to type produced on the computer by unscrupulous 
imitators as well as amateur typographers. The Adobe type library provides ITC 
typefaces to Macintosh users, allowing Macintosh operators access to high- 
quality faces, at relatively reasonable prices. A 1992 MacWarehouse catalogue 
lists Adobe PostScript typefaces for as little as $65 dollars apiece for less popular 
faces, ranging all the way up to $249 for more popular faces (Fig. 34) 
(MacWarehouse 1992, 6). In the same catalogue 250 PostScript typefaces in- 
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eluding traditional, decorative, novelty, script, brush and calligraphic fonts are 
listed from another company for $99 (MacWarehouse 1992, 7). Yet another 
company listed in the catalogue offers 100 PostScript fonts - barely disguised rip- 
offs of the higher-priced Adobe fonts - for $49 (Fig. 35) (MacWarehouse 1992, 
115). This advertisement is typical of unscrupulous typeface design pirates who 
seize upon the easy ability to produce PostScript typefaces for the Macintosh 
computer. 
The ease of producing PostScript typefaces can be characterized in the 
Fontographer program. Fontographer allows for the creation of PostScript fonts. 
Scanned images can be imported into the program, traced, and filled to create a 
new typeface. The weight of a font can be instantly changed, new typefaces can 
be created by interpolating between two existing fonts (MacWarehouse 1992, 7), 
and logos and figures can be created and linked to one keystroke for easy appli¬ 
cation within any program. Introducing PostScript typeface producing programs 
like Fontographer to type amateurs has provided an easy typeface production tool 
- to anyone who purchases the program. This is particularly disturbing when one 
realizes that working with a computer does not inherently gift aesthetic grace 
upon computer-assisted production. 
The production and dispersion of computer typefaces has effected typo¬ 
graphic design, while the abilities built into the computer has further altered the 
look and usage of typography. Type through a computer can be easily manipu¬ 
lated - stretched, condensed, reversed, outlined, shadowed, italicized, warped, 
loosely kerned, tightly kerned, overlapped, screened back, placed on a user- 
defined curve, wrapped into text blocks, centered, justified, aligned left, aligned 
right, and stacked, enlarged to tremendous sizes as well as minuscule, as well as 
a host of other transformations. Indeed, potentially all these manipulations can be 
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performed within the same layout, if anyone was so bold or aesthetically 
untutored as to try it. 
Type can also be incrementally specified to within a hundredth of a point 
size, vastly increasing the available type sizes (Fig. 36). So too can leading, and 
in some programs, word and letterspacing be finely adjusted. Based on these 
abilities, layouts can be minutely adjusted. It is entirely feasible for a designer to 
specify, for example, an 8.65 point size with 10.89 leading if the layout requires 
such settings. This ability is a far cry from the days of movable metal type when 
only a limited range of point sizes was available to the designer. 
In other words, the usage of typography has been effected by the built-in 
capabilities of the computer as well as the ability of the user to see via the 
WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) screen how the manipulations will 
work. WYSIWYG screens, coupled with an output device, provides quick and 
easy generation of ideas as well as hard-copy documentation of the experiments. 
The computer has encouraged exploration in layout and typography. 
The computer is also extending its influence into other arenas besides 
printed communications. Digital media allows for the cross-disciplinary approach 
of hypermedia; combining sound, moving images, and typography together 
in a user-controlled environment. It only stands to reason that typography 
will have to adapt to a new interactive computer environment. The evolution of 
typography through the influence of the computer age will be a fascinating subject 
to observe over the next decade, and will provide ample material for research to 
future scholars. 
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Fig. 1 A detail of the type in Gutenberg's 
42 Line Bible 
Fig. 2 Imprint of an Old Style 
typeface 
Old Style 
Fig. 3 An Old Style typeface 
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al:xxkfghijkhmK>]x}rstiiv\vxvz 
ABCDEFGH UKLMNOPQRSTU VW 
Fig. 4 Baskerville typeface by John Baskerville 
Fig. 5 Transitional vs. Old Style letterforms 
book printed by John 
Baskerville 
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Fig. 7 A woodcut illustration 
Fig. 8 A metal engraving illustration showing a range 
of tonal values unavailable in woodcut 
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engraved trade 
card with flourishes 
in image and 
typography 
Fig. 10 Expanded detail of a copperplate engraving showing the 
range of extremely delicate to solid letterforms possible to 
a skilled engraver 
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Fig. 11 A lithography poster with type flowing across the image 
to carve wood type 
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Fig. 13 A wood type poster with a 
few of the many wood type 
faces available to Victorian 
printers 
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Fig. 14 Wood poster showing 
the Victorian tendency to 
utilize many sizes and 
typefaces in a design 
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Fig. 15 Wood type poster with an 
expanded detail showing the 
impress of the wood grain in the 
typography 
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Fig. 16 Wood type specimens 
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Fig. 17 Chromolithography type 
Fig. 18 Chromolithography type as image 
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Fig. 19 Linotype typesetting machine 
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Fig. 20 A Futurist typographic poem 
by Fillipo Marinetti 
Fig. 21 A Futurist typographic poem by 
Fillipo Marinetti 
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Fig. 22 Bauhaus Book 14 cover by 
Lazslo Moholy-Nagy using 
photography to render 
typography 
Fig. 23 Brochure cover for Fourteen Bauhaus Books by Laszlo 
Moholy-Nagy using photographic manipulation 
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Fig. 24 Bauhaus wallpaper advertisement 
by Joost Schmidt using photo¬ 
graphy to manipulate type 
Fig. 25 Cover design for a Bauhaus wallpaper 
catalogue by Joost Schmidt 
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Fig. 26 Book cover by Alan 
Peckolick 
malic 
^titrol pro^c 
Fig. 27 Text warped on a 
phototypesetter 
Fig. 28 Text condensed on 
a phototypesetter 
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Fig. 29 Book cover by Herb Lubalin 
with overlapped letterforms 
possible with phototype 
Fig. 30 Advertisement by Herb 
Lubalin and Tony Dis- 
pigna using tight kerning 
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dot 
matr i 
Fig. 31 Typography 
outputted through a 
dot matrix printer 
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Fig. 33 Bit-mapped typefaces 
designed for Emigre magazine 
including Emperor 8 
uvwxyz 
Fig. 32 Emperor 8 type¬ 
face designed by 
Zuzano Licko 
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Fig. 34 Adobe typeface advertisement from MacWarehouse catalogue 
with an expanded detail of typefaces 
Fig. 35 Advertisement for imitator typefaces with an expanded detail 
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Fig. 36 The computer can specify type in 
gradual increments 
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Table 2. Abbreviated Timelines of Typography and Graphic Arts Technology 
Typography Graphic Arts Technology 
r J 
1450"" 
1455 Gutenberg prints first 
letterpress document, 
the Fortv-Two Line Latin 
Bible. 
1 450 
I 
I 
I 
Gutenberg invents the 
printing press. 
1500"""""""""" 1572- 
present 
Engraved typography 
allows the typographer 
to develop fine details 
and flourishes. In 
twentieth century this 
process of developing 
type utilized mostly by 
fine artists or for prestige 
jobs. 
1 572 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
| 
Copper engravings used 
by Christopher Plantin 
for the title page of his 
eiaht volume Polvalot 
BjJbla 
1750 
| ' • 
: 
t Ilil 
late 
1750s 
John Baskerville cuts 
Baskerville, a Transi¬ 
tional Style typeface. 
Transitional typestyles 
are characterized by 
more contrast between 
thick and thin strokes 
than Old Style typefaces. 
j 1757 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
John Baskerville 
improves papermaking 
screens to produce a 
wove paper (paper to 
this point was laid), 
improves inks, and paper 
surfaces. His Calend¬ 
aring produces a smooth 
and glossy paper. 
t t 
: 
‘1760- 
1 840 
Industrial Revolution in 
England. 
■NMHH i 
i 
liilillllliiiii 
1765 
I 
I 
Thomas Cotterell 
perfects technique of 
sand-casting bold metal 
display letters as large 
as 2' tall. 
lliiliiiiilllliii 1796 
i 
Aloys Senefelder invents 
lithography. 
1800 Jl800 
I 
I 
I 
First all-iron letterpress, 
the Stanhope, which 
allowed for greater and 
more uniform pressure 
across a wider platen. 
1800- 
1 839 
Chromolithography in the 
process of developing. 
1803 
I 
I 
I 
Stereotype invented. 
Metal printing plates; 
stereotype plates were 
long-wearing and longer 
runs resulted. 
1827 
1830s- 
1880s 
Wood type invented. 
Wood type posters and 
broadsides flourish. 
I 
1 827 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Darius Wells invents 
lateral router allowing 
wood to be cut into type. 
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Table 2. (continued) 
Typography Graphic Arts Technology 
1833 Outline types are intro¬ 
duced. 
c. 1834 Explosion of wood type 11834 Pantograph combined 
styles. One type foundry . with lateral router, 
offered the customer the I 
option of sending in a 
sketch of one letter: the . 
foundry would then cut a 
whole alphabet based on 
the sketch. .1846 Rotary lithography 
presses introduced. 
by 1850 Many decorative display | 
typefaces in use. 
1850?: 1850s- Victorian Typography. |1850S Chromolithography 
900 | (color lithography) 
becomes extremely 
popular. 
1 886 The Linotype invented by 
Ottmar Mergenthaller. 
The Unotype was the 
first successful typeset¬ 
ting machine, and 
operated by casting 
lines of type. 
1 887 The Monotype invented. 
The Monotype cast and 
assembled individual 
pieces of type. 
1900 1 905 Offset press invented. 
(Letterpress dominate 
the market until the end 
of World War II). 
' 1906 Ludlow typecasting 
1909- Futurist typography. | machine for headlines 
c. 1940s This typography is i introduced, 
marked by free mixing 
of typeface and size 
with layouts that defied 
the constraints of 
letterpress. 
1919- Bauhaus typography. 
1933 Students taught lettering 11920s Finer halftone screens 
and layouts along with I become available, 
latest innovations in 
photography, typeset¬ 
ting, and printing 
technology. 
1525 "Tig"  1 925 Thotmic photographic 
i composing machine 
invented. (This was a 
revolution not to be 
realized for over half a 
' century). 
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Table 2. (continued) 
Typography Graphic Arts Technology 
1 ; 
1945 Offset printing gains 
supremacy over 
letterpress Designers 
were now responsible for 
providing a mechanical 
from which first a 
photographic negative 
then a offset plate was 
made. 
I late First generation of 
1 940s practical phototypeset¬ 
ting systems invented 
These systems were 
essentially modeled on 
the Monotype, except 
film matrixes replaced 
metal, and a camera 
replaced the casting 
mechanism. 
 |  
1950 
l^^ll 
■ 1960s Computers linked to 
electronic phototypeset¬ 
ters. Phototypesetters 
allowed tighter kerning 
then previous methods 
Font characters are 
stored as film strips, 
grids, or disks. To 
produce the proper 
character, the film 
carrier would be position¬ 
ed at high speed 
in front of a light source, 
and via lenses, the 
desired size character 
would be exposed onto 
photographic film. 
Phototypesetters allowed 
for a variety of effects, 
expanded, condensed, 
backwards and forward 
slanting type, as well as 
perspective, and warping 
of generated text. 
1965 First Digital typesetter. 
Fonts are stored as 
1969 International Typeface I digital information. 
Corporation established . When activated, electron 
by Herb Lubalin to I beams draw characters 
provide standardized | onto photographic film, 
typefaces to ITC 
subscribers, and protect I1970 Microcomputers and 
and provide royalties for | phototypesetting 
typeface designers/ i technology comes 
I together. 
I 
I ■ 1 
Table 2. (continued) 
Typography \ Graphic Arts Technology 
985 Macintosh computer 
introduced. 
Personal Computers are 
linked as front-end input 
devices to laser printers 
and other output 
devices. 
John Wamock and 
Charles Geschke 
develop PostScript 
Language. Adobe 
PostScript language, 
paired with the 
Apple Macintosh 
computer, allows for a 
WYSIWYG (What You 
See Is What You Get) 
layout description on the 
computer monitor. 
PostScript files built 
within a Macintosh 
computer are adaptible 
to the output resolution 
of a PostScript-driven 
output device. PostScript 
also allows for the 
scaling and rotation of 
any element in the 
layout. The program can 
handle halftones, and 
gives the user full 
late With the availability of control over font 
1980s- font-generating selection and sizing. 
1990s programs like 
Advent of commercially Fontographer, graphic 
designers now possess feasible Desktop 
the ability to create Publishing, with the 
Postscript typefaces. introduction of a 
Initial designs can either Postscript equipped 
be hand-drawn and 
scanned, then traced on 
LaserWriter by Apple. 
screen, or the entire 11987 Scanners introduced for 
alphabet can be drawn 
entirely within the 
computer screen. 
I 
Desktop Publishing. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Clearly, typography and graphic arts technology has had a long and con¬ 
tinuing relationship. This thesis reinterprets existing discourses to reveal that 
oftentimes changes in graphic arts technology are pursued independent of the 
affects on typography, while at other times the specific consideration of typogra¬ 
phy provides driving impetus for graphic arts technology. The relationship of 
influence shifts back and forth between the fields. Yet, one way or another, 
typography is often affected by graphic art technology innovations. 
Interestingly enough, in compiling the information in this thesis, the shifting 
influence between typography and graphic arts technology revealed two predict¬ 
able paths of reaction. One predictable reaction was that when typographers 
and graphic arts practitioners anticipate and demand improvements in graphic 
arts technology directly relating to typography the technological improvements 
are almost immediately absorbed into commercial practices. For example, par¬ 
tially automated typesetting of type was much desired by the graphic arts indus¬ 
try in the late 19th century, and when the Linotype typecasting machine was 
invented and marketed, graphic arts practitioners siezed upon the technology 
immediately. The Linotype then influenced typeface production and design. This 
reaction can be observed in the deployment of other inventions examined in 
this thesis such as the pantograph, the lateral router, and the computer, as well 
as others. 
Conversely, when a graphic arts invention is created that was not antici¬ 
pated and demanded by typographers and graphic arts practitioners concerned 
with the formation of type, the invention often lays fallow for sometime until fur¬ 
ther converging of other aspects of technology spur the commercial development 
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of the original innovation. Lithography is a good example of this tendency, for 
when it was first invented it was a slow and unweildy process unsuitable for 
extensive commercial exploitation. Lithography would remain largely a process 
utilized for specialty printing in the commercial arena - until the application of 
power to presses. Once power was applied to presses, printers and typogra¬ 
phers realized the commercial benefits of the proces and exploited lithography's 
potential. Lithography, like many other inventions that were created and then 
ignored by the graphic arts industry, had profound influence on the look and 
usage of typography. 
This thesis clearly re-examines existing information to pull together a new 
interpretation of the shifting, variable relationship of typography and graphic arts 
technology. This ever changing interrelationship of graphic arts technology to 
typography continues today, and will undoubtedly continue into the future. 
Studying typography and graphic arts technology in this thesis has altered this 
designer's view point on the nature of cause and effect in the formation and 
usage of typography. 
Research and compilation of items of information from many sources 
contributes to the depth of knowledge in the graphic design field while specifically 
addressing the need for gathering information on more specialized subjects. 
Development of alternate forms of discourse can provide the scholar with ex¬ 
panded viewpoints on interrelationships of diverse subjects within the graphic 
design field, and to sponsor new interpretations of past as well as future events. 
Presenting alternate viewpoints are especially relevant to the graphic design area 
as the field currently lacks the depth of knowledge present in older, more estab¬ 
lished professions. Alternate viewpoints helps the graphic design field build a 
more extensive professional body of discourse. 
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In the course of producing this thesis, both in the research phase and in 
the actual writing phase, this designer formulated a number of hypotheses on the 
potential paths typography could take in the future. Such opinions are not neces¬ 
sarily clairvoyant in nature - whether these potential paths will occur is problem¬ 
atic. These potential paths typography may take are the informed hypotheses 
based on the study of technology and its integration with typography. Let the 
scholar judge the validity of these paths. 
Potential Path for Development I 
When computers were first introduced to designers in the mid 80s, design¬ 
ers adapted to the computer - albeit at times reluctantly. Familiarity with the 
machine soon bred an increasing awareness of the capabilities and limitations of 
hardware and software. Designers with more experience with the computer 
began to see the need for additional features in hardware and software, and 
manufacturers responded to the designers’ expressed needs. Slow, black and 
white Macintoshes with no built in memory storage were soon joined by faster 
Macs with built in hard drives. The demand for faster color machines followed, 
and with the addition of color, so too was needed additional storage memory. 
This trend followed through in program development as well as in typogra¬ 
phy. The rendering of typography in early machines was somewhat hampered 
by the the typography-handling controls in the programs. Designers were often 
amazed at the seemingly haphazard approach many programs took to rendering 
letterforms. A combination of poor default controls and limited typeface selec¬ 
tions resulted in a bland diet of unkerned Helvetica and Times. Designers used 
to the fine kerning controls and the wide typeface selection of digital typesetting 
were appalled, and demanded improvements in programs and a wider selection 
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of typefaces for the computer. Subsequently, programs were created with more 
sophisticated default settings to more appropriately kern text, as well as an 
increased selection of tools to allow more user-defined typographic manipula¬ 
tions. Furthermore, typeface selections grew - and are continuing to grow. 
This trend of designer-driven improvements of features offered in com¬ 
puter hardware and software will continue well into the decade of the 90s. User 
need will drive graphic arts technology. Computer users will continue to, in the 
future, look to the extensive typeface styles available in phototype and digital 
typesetting, and compare the many thousands of typefaces available in those 
resources to the limited supply of PostScript fonts. There will be an increased 
demand for a wider selection of PostScript fonts, which will need to be filled one 
way or another. 
Potential Path for Development II 
Historically speaking, innovations in graphic arts technology have often 
spurred the development of many new typefaces. Darius Well’s application of a 
router to carving wood type resulted in an explosion of new typestyles, as did the 
invention of the phototypesetter. The combination of the graphic arts technologi¬ 
cal development of the computer with the creative - yet technologically depen¬ 
dent - phenomena of Desktop Publishing will engender myriads of new 
typestyles. Desktop Publishing typographers will search for interesting and 
attractive typefaces - and if they cannot find typefaces to satisfy their need, then 
with the aid of programs like Fontographer, they will produce their own. The 90s 
could very well be a decade of incredible proliferation of typestyles - with a range 
from classically beautiful to Quasimodo quirky. 
Typestyles will also be produced which will respond to the needs of 
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hypermedia, and to the generative program capabilities of computer logic. Type 
solely meant to be viewed from a computer screen will either need adjustments 
to the letterforms themselves for higher legibility; or more likely, the technology of 
rendering the typography on screen will improve rapidly for a less bit-mapped 
rendering on screen. Other typefaces will be designed with the capabilities of the 
computer’s programming logic in mind. Already there exists a computer-gener¬ 
ated font called Beowolf, of Holland design, in which letterforms randomly alter 
from keyboard stroke to keyboard stroke (Fig. 37). More fonts like these will be 
created in the 90s. 
Potential Path for Development III 
Through much of the history of the relationship of typography to graphic 
arts technology there has been a drive away from the hand-formation of 
letterforms, to mechanization, to automation. Handwritten typeforms were re¬ 
placed by Gutenberg’s mass-cast metal type; metal type was cast faster with the 
invention of the hot lead typecasting machines like the linotype; the linotype 
standard was replaced by automated phototypesetters; the phototypesetters 
supplemented by computers. Now with the personal computer, the definition of 
typography as put forward by Phil Meggs “the term for printing through the use of 
independent, movable, and reusable bits of metal, each of which has a raised 
letterform on its top” (Meggs 1983, 71) is changing. Altered to include the auto¬ 
mated type of phototypesetters and computers and their output devices, the 
meaning of typography has evolved from its origins. Yet curiously, the automa¬ 
tion of type through the computer may regenerate an interest in the pre-mecha- 
nized, hand-formed nature of typography. 
With the WYSIWYG display potentials of the computer screen, combined 
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with PostScript typeface generating programs like Fontographer, letterforms can 
be finely adjusted through the on-screen manipulation of points and lines. In 
creating a typeface in Fontographer, a character can be displayed on screen, its 
structure reduced to a series of easily-manipulated points and lines (Fig. 38). In 
an oddly intimate way, the typographer can adjust computer-generated 
letterforms by grabbing and stretching points with the click and drag of a mouse. 
Once all points and lines are manipulated into place, the letterform outline is 
filled, and the hand-manipulated letterform can be loaded onto the automated 
system of the machine. To be sure, compared with the entirely hand-rendered 
letterform creation of manuscript letters, the manipulation of computer-generated 
letterforms is amazingly sophisticated. Yet, the two processes, despite diverse 
technologies, both feel the impact of the human hand. 
The influence of the human hand on computer typography, combined with 
the wide range of manipulations possible, requires increased sophistication from 
the designer. While such typographic letterform manipulation may prove useful 
to the typographer in designing typefaces for exclusive usages such as in logos 
or corporate identity systems, creating individualized typeforms requires fine 
judgement. Manipulating letterforms in such a manner without a firm grounding 
in theory and concept will rarely produce any product rather than the awkward. 
Here is the crux of the matter: the extensive control of the computer over 
typography will require of the user increased typographic aesthetic sophistication 
to successfully navigate through the aesthetic pitfalls inherent in extensive typo¬ 
graphic manipulation choices. Without study into the theory, history, and aes¬ 
thetics of typographic design, the future of typography will be littered with exten¬ 
sive examples of visual typographic pollution. 
This visual typographic pollution will become increasingly apparent as the 
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aesthetically untutuored utilize computer technology to produce quirky and ir¬ 
regular letterforms. It may well be that operators of computers may invest the 
time to create a typeface for use in their machines as personal and intimate as 
their own handwriting. Whether this trend will ultimately harm good typography 
or lead typography into unforseen paths can only be extensively assessed after 
the period of change has passed. 
Conclusion 
Whatever path the future relationship of typography and graphic arts 
technology pursues, the designer and typographer of the future will need to 
continue to formulate printed pieces which communicate the intended message. 
As more people influx into the Desktop Publishing field, the need for typographic 
education will grow. Studying theory, usage, concept and typographic and 
graphic design history will sponser increased typographic aesthetic sophistica¬ 
tion. Historical precedent points to this as a vital need, for a similar situation 
occurred at the end of the nineteenth century when many different improvements 
in presses and typecasting machines resulted in an inpouring of trained and 
untrained craftsman into the printing field, generating the exuberant - if gaudy - 
Victorian era typography. 
At this time it seems quite likely a similarly exuberant period of typography 
may develop from the capabilities of the computer and Desktop Publishing. It is 
for design educators and trained design practitioners to find a path through the 
next decade, redefining the mission of graphic design and typography. 
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